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Preface
This is the second in a series of project performance assessments conducted to assess the
World Bank’s support for cultural heritage and urban development in the Middle East
and North Africa region. This project performance assessment of Jordan’s Cultural
Heritage, Tourism, and Urban Development Project (CHTUD; P081823), which was
approved in 2007 and closed in 2014, follows an assessment of the like-named World
Bank–financed investment implemented in Lebanon during the same period. As in
Lebanon, the Jordan CHTUD project was designed to support tourism development in
five historic city cores, mostly by enabling urban infrastructure. The projects sought to
test an integrated infrastructure-led approach that used the upgrading of urban cores as
an entry point to tourism development.
Methodology. This assessment used a mixed-methods, layered approach to gather data
and derive explanatory factors about project outcomes. It builds on the relevant
literature and results reported in project documents (project appraisal documents,
Implementation Status and Results Reports, Implementation Completion and Results
Report, and Implementation Completion and Results Report Review) and an external
review of costs and benefits. Primary data were collected through key respondent
interviews and city assessments conducted in four of five project cities. The assessment
also used secondary data collected from Tripadvisor reports on three of the project cities
(see the appendixes D and H for more on the methods used and persons consulted).
Following standard Independent Evaluation Group procedure, copies of the draft
Project Performance Assessment Report will be shared with relevant government
officials for their review and comment. All borrower comments are included in
appendix I of this report.
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Summary
A country of rich history, Jordan sits at a geographical crossroads of civilizations.
Since the Paleolithic era, it has been home to cities and local kingdoms, most notably the
Nabateans. It also came under Greco-Roman, Umayyad, Egyptian, and Ottoman
influences, each leaving a rich tangible and intangible heritage. The country boasts five
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization World Heritage sites,
including the world-renowned ruins of Petra, the site of Jesus’s baptism, and the Wadi
Rum protected area. Other sites in secondary cities, such as Jerash’s Roman sites—said
to be the best-preserved outside of Italy—are in the process of applying for World
Heritage status.
However, except for its premier attractions, much of Jordan’s rich cultural heritage has
been underdeveloped. Past World Bank projects have provided important support to
premier attractions, such as Petra, which have helped develop the tourism sector. But to
expand touristic benefits, the country sought increased and diversified investments for
its culturally important, historic secondary cities. Because of the regional threats posed
by political shocks and security events, Jordan has also sought support to establish itself
as a unique tourist destination.
The World Bank supported Jordan with the Cultural Heritage, Tourism, and Urban
Development Project (CHTUD) to promote tourism development in five historically
and culturally significant cities to catalyze local economic development across its
regions. The project mainly focused on supplying the essential infrastructure needed to
sustainably develop the sector. The project financed the rehabilitation of roads and
drainage, installed sidewalks and public squares, restored key cultural heritage
buildings, and conducted a significant level of landscaping. Its aims were aligned with
Jordan’s National Tourism Strategy (2004), which sought site diversification, increased
employment, and the integration of tourism into local economic development. The five
cities selected—Jerash, Karak, Madaba, As-Salt, and Ajloun—are designated as special
interest tourism areas in the national strategy. The project was also aligned with the
World Bank’s Country Assistance Strategy that sought to leverage cultural assets to
generate local economic opportunities.

Results
First, the project partially achieved its objective of tourism development by
supporting the rehabilitation of critical infrastructure and the establishment of public
space needed to underpin the sustainable growth of the sector. Across all cities, many
of the road rehabilitation targets, especially for primary roads, were either met or
exceeded. However, secondary road targets were harder to meet. Drainage was also
vi

installed with the road works. Culturally and religiously important sites were
rehabilitated, including renowned mosques in As-Salt and Ajloun, historic municipal
buildings in Madaba, and Ottoman complexes in As-Salt. Extensive detailed
landscaping was completed, including around Madaba’s Church of the Map, a key
touristic and cultural gateway to the city. Pedestrian-friendly, mixed-use spaces, which
are used for public gatherings and festivals (especially during Ramadan) were installed
in the cities.
Although many of the infrastructure targets were met or exceeded, planned traffic
regulation and parking aims were not achieved. Activities designed to address traffic
and parking management were canceled during implementation because of costs and
political complexity. The achievement of these activities was important because the
creation of public areas (for example, squares and sidewalks) decreased parking space in
the city cores. Without these reforms, sidewalks in Jerash were removed to reinstate
space for storefront parking, and large swaths of Karak’s widened sidewalks are used
for retail rather than a touristic pathway. The project’s efficacy depended on the
implementation of all the project activities identified in city revitalization plans.
Although these activities were less than successful, the project was working in living
cities where implementation was affected by many factors, including intermittent
conflict and population influxes caused by the Syrian War. This situation put pressure
on existing infrastructure, housing, and services, and made it difficult at times to
prioritize touristic aims.
Second, the rehabilitation of critical infrastructure, necessary to support sustained
growth in the tourism sector, could not by itself catalyze local economic development.
Several examples from the project experience illustrate the limitations of the project:
•

Efforts to connect cultural heritage sites to the historic centers of Jerash and
Karak to expand tourism opportunities (including jobs) were undermined by a
lack of municipal capacity and the public’s preference for retaining space for
retail and entrepreneurial activities (for example, grocery stores, clothing
shops, and blacksmithing). Poor site management, caused by a lack of
municipal buy-in and jurisdictional disputes, also undermined the productive
use of restored sites, such as Jerash’s Eastern Baths, Karak’s heritage trail, and
other complexes. Given the importance of municipal buy-in for the effective
integration of tourism activities within urban commercial spaces, the decision to
defund a municipal capacity building component was ill-conceived. The project
design in these cities was also overly complex and hard to implement within the
time frame.
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•

Ottoman heritage architectural complexes were restored in As-Salt, as was the
Dar Al-Saraya (municipal) building in Madaba, but plans to put them into
local economic use were not achieved. In As-Salt, this is linked to a decision to
drop planned incentive grants to building owners to encourage them to
repurpose their properties as touristic sites (either public or private). It is also
linked to a design flaw that included a decision to finance the refurbishment of
the buildings before working out their complex legal ownership status.

•

Local economic development aims were more effectively achieved in Madaba
than elsewhere because the tourism sector there is more developed and
infrastructure rehabilitation was delivered in parallel to other donors’ targeted
microenterprise investments (for example, the US Agency for International
Development and Chemonics). Other cities were not able to benefit from
targeted grants because the project canceled a planned local economic
development fund designed to provide financial and technical assistance to
entrepreneurs. Most stakeholders interviewed in Jerash, Karak, and As-Salt—
including national and local officials, municipal councils, and residents—
indicated that the infrastructure-led tourism model was important but
insufficient to extend tourism benefits to the local population (appendixes E, F,
and H).

Third, the effect of infrastructure rehabilitation on property values is mixed and
difficult to attribute to actual project interventions. An external economic assessment
found that property market values in Madaba rose significantly between 2007 and 2014;
however, there was a greater change in property values in the control city of Irbid than
in As-Salt. Rental prices also rose 65 percent in Madaba, yet only a slight difference
appeared between Irbid and As-Salt over the same period. Other factors should be
considered when interpreting these results, including the purchasing power of the
Jordanian dinar, which decreased because of inflation (purchasing power parity is
lower), and the Syrian War, which pushed prices up in cities with large refugee
populations because of the pressure on housing. Cities with more developed tourism
sectors were used for the assessment; therefore, findings cannot be generalized for the
entire project.

Lessons
Projects that are mainly designed to support urban development in historic areas may
find it challenging to promote, implement, and measure tourism development. The
Jordan CHTUD project was mainly an infrastructure project designed to underpin the
growth of tourism in culturally important areas. Investments in road rehabilitation,
drainage, sidewalks, and public space would help create the necessary conditions for
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sector growth. The project did not include dedicated components for tourism product
development, marketing, or site management. As such, the project was ill-prepared to
assess its contribution to tourism aims, especially since the indicator chosen to assess
tourism development (the number of tourism-related jobs created in target cities) was
not attributable to project investments. Rather, urban development projects that seek to
underpin tourism sector growth in culturally important areas may be better equipped to
implement and measure infrastructure quality, its equitable use, operations and
maintenance, and citizen perceptions. Infrastructure-led tourism projects can either opt
to add tourism specialists and dedicated components to a project or clarify their
intended ring-fenced approach and scope in line with the infrastructure development
aims.
Sustainable tourism development can be undermined when projects do not apply the
requisite soft skills to ensure interagency cooperation, local ownership for site
maintenance, and exposure to product development and marketing, including
through the private sector. The CHTUD project effectively supported the installation of
critical urban infrastructure in culturally important areas. However, it did not succeed in
working out some of the ownership issues associated with the investments, including
jurisdictional disputes between the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities and the
municipalities. Although project investments were made through national authorities,
municipalities were expected to integrate operations and maintenance costs into their
city budgets. These disputes led to a lack of site maintenance in some cases, which
undermined tourism development aims. In other cases, municipalities simply lack the
capacity to connect and benefit from private sector opportunities, such as promoting
their sites and integrating them into international touristic itineraries.
Without sector political economy analysis to identify project challenges associated
with vested interests, projects that seek to modernize tourism in urban areas may be
poorly prepared for managing risks. In the case of the CHTUD project, anticipated
reforms in some cities were not achieved because of vested interests omnipresent in the
tourism industry, ranging from monopolistic tendencies (for example, large
transportation companies or emporiums) to concerns about the loss of livelihoods (for
example, street vendors and stalls). The interests of the existing touristic supply chain
challenged efforts to rationalize parking, entrances, ticket sales, and touristic pathways.
Tourism projects that do not develop short-term mechanisms to demonstrate and
deliver local economic benefits are unlikely to obtain needed popular support for
longer-term sector reforms. Infrastructure-led tourism development projects such as
CHTUD can cause significant disruptions to everyday life, especially in “living cities”
such as Jerash and Karak. In these cities, local economic benefits did not effectively flow
down to the local population, which caused a certain level of apathy and skepticism
ix

about touristic investments. Local participation in place-based touristic transitions is
needed to achieve authentic touristic offerings and ensure that the place is hospitable
and safe.
José Cándido Carbajo Martínez
Director, Financial, Private Sector, and
Sustainable Development Department
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1. Project Background and Context
1.1
A country of rich history, Jordan sits at a geographical crossroads of civilizations.
As early as the Paleolithic era, it has been home to cities and local kingdoms, most
notably the Nabateans. It also came under Greco-Roman, Umayyad, Egyptian, and
Ottoman influences, each leaving a rich heritage, both tangible and intangible. From
important biblical and spiritual sites to cultural, adventure, or therapeutic trails, Jordan
has much to offer local and foreign tourists alike. The country boasts five United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization World Heritage sites, including the
world-renowned ruins of Petra, the site of Jesus’s baptism, and the Wadi Rum protected
area. Other sites in secondary cities, such as Jerash’s Roman sites (said to be the bestpreserved outside of Italy), are in the process of applying for inclusion on the list.
1.2
However, the tourism sector in Jordan has been underdeveloped and overly
focused on a few top attractions. Past World Bank projects helped build critical touristic
infrastructure and develop the sector; however, they mainly focused on premier
attractions such as Petra and the desert valley of Wadi Rum. The sector was also too
tightly bound to regional touristic packages that prioritized visits to the biblical and
cultural attractions of its neighbors (for example, the Arab Republic of Egypt or Israel).
This factor limited the economic and job creation potential of the sector, as measured by
the number of nights that tourists stay and their average spending. As such, the
government of Jordan sought the World Bank’s help in diversifying its touristic portfolio
because of the World Bank’s emerging global experience in cultural heritage.

Project Objectives and Design
1.3
The Cultural Heritage, Tourism, and Urban Development Project (CHTUD) was
designed to help the government of Jordan strengthen its tourism industry, preserve its
rich cultural heritage assets, and tackle some of its most urgent development problems.
The project’s objectives were (i) to contribute to tourism development in five historically
and culturally important cities (Jerash, Karak, Madaba, As-Salt, and Ajloun) and thereby
promote local economic development, and (ii) to support the consolidation of the
tourism industry in Petra. A restructuring of the project in 2011 dropped the second
objective because the government of Jordan opted to finance this with its own resources.
1.4
The project’s integrated design aimed to use several infrastructure investments to
reinforce existing tourism centers and “bridge” these sites into culturally significant
urban cores to catalyze investment. The aim of the infrastructure-led tourism model was
to enhance the carrying capacity of the cities. By diversifying the touristic product
offerings between and within cities, the government of Jordan sought to encourage
longer stays and higher average expenditures by tourists. In so doing, residents would
1

benefit from the extension of touristic opportunities—through the opening of cafés,
restaurants, and shops—that would be sought by tourists engaged in longer stays. The
specific investments were designed to be aligned with urban planning goals laid out in
municipal revitalization pacts.
1.5
The project was designed with four components, with financing mainly linked to
the upgrading of public infrastructure. Approximately 90 percent of the project’s actual
costs ($65.5 million of $73.3 million) was directed to the first component, which
supported the upgrading of infrastructure and improvements to the urban cores. This
component financed the rehabilitation and upgrading of street networks; traffic and
parking management; the upgrading of pivotal urban and public spaces (including
municipal buildings); the rehabilitation of facades and improvement of landscaping and
street furnishings; and the renovation and preservation of select heritage buildings to
support adaptive reuse. In Ajloun, this component also supported the regeneration of
natural heritage. Two other planned components—the construction of a new visitor
center at the Petra sanctuary and a local economic development fund—were planned
but canceled during project restructuring. Most of the financing allocated for a fourth
component to support municipal capacity building, including the promotion,
management, maintenance, and oversight of the historic center, was shifted to support
infrastructure rehabilitation during implementation. Of the $2.86 million planned for
municipal capacity strengthening, only $220,000 was spent on that aim, mainly on
studies. Higher-than-expected land acquisition, expropriation, and resettlement costs
consumed some of the finances of the dropped components (World Bank 2015a).
1.6
Dates, costs, and financing. The project was approved in January 2007 and was
restructured in 2011. The closing date, originally September 2012, was extended twice
owing to delays. The actual closing date was March 2014. Estimated project costs were
$71.1 million; actual project costs were $73.3 million. The total International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development commitment was $56 million, of which $50.8 million
was disbursed ($1 million was canceled in 2013; $4.2 million was unused by project
close). The original borrower commitment of $15.1 million was increased to $18.3 million
during project restructuring owing to higher-than-anticipated land acquisition and
resettlement costs. Preparation was also supported by a $350,000 grant from the Italian
government.

2. Results
2.1
This section provides a snapshot of the Jordan CHTUD project results based on
the project development objective and the project’s planned versus actual outputs and
outcomes. 1 (See appendix E for a more detailed description of the project’s targets and
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achievements.) Explanatory factors about why the project interventions did or did not
work are provided in chapters 3 and 4 of this report.
2.2
The project partially achieved its objective of tourism development by
supporting the rehabilitation of critical infrastructure and the establishment of public
space needed to underpin the sustainable growth of the sector. Across all cities, many
road rehabilitation targets were either met or exceeded, especially for primary roads;
secondary road targets were harder to meet. Drainage was also installed physically
beside the rehabilitated roads. Culturally and religiously important sites were
rehabilitated, including renowned mosques in As-Salt and Ajloun, historical municipal
buildings in Madaba, and Ottoman complexes in As-Salt. Extensive detailed
landscaping was completed, including around Madaba’s Church of the Map, a key
touristic and cultural gateway to the city. Pedestrian-friendly mixed-use spaces were
also installed in the city cores to be used for public events and festivals (especially for
Ramadan activities).
2.3
Although many of the road rehabilitation targets were met or exceeded, planned
traffic regulation and parking activities in the dense urban cores were not achieved.
These traffic regulation and parking activities were needed to achieve the city
revitalization aims important for sustainable urban growth and sustainable tourism.
Achieving these planned activities was vital because the creation of public spaces
(including squares and sidewalks) increases congestion and decreases parking space in
the touristic parts of the cities. Without traffic regulation and parking activities, some
sidewalks in Jerash have been removed to reinstate space for storefront parking. In
Karak, large swaths of project-installed sidewalks are used for retail space rather than
the envisioned pedestrian use (such as expanded touristic activities along a heritage
trail). All project support for traffic, parking plans, and meters was canceled during
implementation, and none of the planned parking facilities had been adequately
completed by the municipalities at the time of this assessment. The project’s efficacy
depended on the sound implementation of all the activities outlined in the city
revitalization plans and Project Appraisal Document, including those to be completed
by the municipalities after project close (appendix E). As discussed subsequently, the
project was working in living cities where implementation was affected by many factors,
including large population influxes due to the Syrian War, which put pressure on
existing infrastructure, housing, and services, and made it difficult at times to prioritize
touristic aims.
2.4
The rehabilitation of critical infrastructure was necessary, but not enough to
catalyze local economic development. Efforts to connect cultural heritage sites to the
historic city centers of Jerash and Karak—to catalyze investment and tourism-related
income—were undermined by a lack of municipal capacity and the public’s preference
3

for everyday commercial activities. Ottoman heritage architectural complexes were
restored in As-Salt, as was the Dar Al-Saraya building in Madaba, but plans to put them
into local economic use had not been achieved at the time of this assessment. 2 Local
economic development aims were achieved in Madaba because this sector is more
developed there and the World Bank’s infrastructure rehabilitation was delivered in
parallel with other donor-targeted microenterprise investments (by, for example, the US
Agency for International Development [USAID] and Chemonics). A planned World
Bank–financed local economic development fund, designed to provide financial and
technical assistance to local entrepreneurs, investors, and community groups, was
canceled, as was virtually all funding earmarked at appraisal to help municipalities
promote, market, and manage their sites for revenue and employment creation. The lack
of site management undermined the effective use of the restored infrastructure in many
cases (including Jerash’s Eastern Baths, Karak’s Heritage Trail, and the restored
complexes). When interviewed during the city assessments, most stakeholders in Jerash,
Karak, and As-Salt (including national and local officials, municipal councils, and
residents) indicated that the infrastructure-led tourism model was important but not
sufficient to extend tourism benefits to the local population (appendixes E, F, and H).
2.5
Gender analysis was conducted at appraisal, but the project design lacked
discrete mechanisms to ensure that a gender-sensitive approach was implemented, and
it did not provide sex-disaggregated results. Project design included an analysis of the
role that women played in the tourism sector in each city, noting higher levels of
informality and lower wages compared with men. The analysis showed that gender
integration varied across cities: women were more visibly integrated into touristic
activities in cities where the sector was more developed, such as Madaba and As-Salt,
than in cities with less-developed tourism sectors, such as Jerash and Karak. Women
also were mostly engaged in informal household enterprises (such as handicrafts,
embroidery, food, and other traditional services). But the project did not identify,
support, and monitor gender-related touristic activities or ensure that these were
integrated and monitored in the City Revitalization Pact. As indicated in the Project
Appraisal Document, dedicated efforts were needed because “project benefits could be
captured by male relatives of women and that in the absence of targeting, female
project-affected persons could be disadvantaged, and potentially adversely affected”
(World Bank 2007, 174). The project’s gender analysis also suggested the project could
have pursued a gender-integrated design by more directly supporting existing female-led
enterprises with training, access to finance, marketing, product displays, and outreach
opportunities.
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3. What Worked and Why?
Design
3.1
The project’s selection of five culturally historic cities rather than a premier
attraction helped deepen and diversify Jordan’s tourism offerings. The project design
was in line with the government of Jordan’s Growth Strategy (2007–17) and its National
Tourism Strategy (2004), which sought to enable a denser structure of multiattraction
circuits to encourage longer stays, expand tourism-driven benefits, and create
opportunities for private investment and employment. The five culturally significant
cities of Ajloun, As-Salt, Jerash, Karak, and Madaba are designated as special interest
tourism areas by Jordan’s National Tourism Strategy.
3.2
The decision to remove planned investments in Petra from the project during
restructuring reinforced the relevance of project design. Planned investments for the
Petra visitor center, underpinned by land use mapping activities conducted under the
World Bank’s second tourism project, were canceled because the government financed
the center with its own resources. However, the removal of Petra from the project design
also allowed the project to be more aligned with national strategy aims related to
geographic dispersion and diversification of Jordan’s touristic product offerings.
Additionally, a review of project documentation revealed that the World Bank had not
included an analysis of the B’doul tribe in its Resettlement Policy Framework, which
was mainly prepared for land acquisition in Jerash and Karak. The B’doul have
historical connections to the Petra site. Although they were resettled in the nearby town
of Umm Sayhoun years before the government’s project, some still live in the Petra
caves, and many rely on the site for their livelihoods (for example, as informal guides
and vendors). As such, the implementation of the Petra component was likely more
complex than envisioned at appraisal and may have distracted the project’s focus from
its main diversification aim. An interview with the United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization’s Arab States Unit indicated that much effort
would have been required to develop a site management plan that would balance
conservation aims with local community needs.
3.3
The underlying project theory—that infrastructure rehabilitation in culturally
significant areas could lead to investment and increased employment in the tourism
sector—held true in cities where the sector is well developed. In Madaba, investments
designed to reinforce touristic infrastructure have strengthened the carrying capacity of
the sites. These have resulted in longer average touristic stays, a factor that can
contribute to increased average expenditures (although this was not calculated by the
project). The average length of touristic stay in Madaba increased from 1.4 days in 2012
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to 1.95 days in 2014 (Jamhawi et al. 2016). The effective upgrading of the ring road and
primary and tertiary streets has helped the city accommodate most tourists who arrive
by rental car, as opposed to public transportation (58 percent versus 10 percent; see
Jamhawi et al. 2016). The enhanced carrying capacity, including through the upgrading
of the heritage trail, has also helped manage visitor flow within a relatively small
touristic space. The average travel distance by same-day visitors within the site is
estimated to be 2 kilometers (Jamhawi et al. 2016). Because the site is small, even slight
increases in touristic stays can further strain infrastructure and services. Studies show
that pollution and congestion at sites can degrade the destination, undermining the
tourist experience and associated local economic gains (see Sorupia 2005, for example).
3.4
The infrastructure-focused design is also appropriate for cities in Jordan, where
the sector is well developed because these cities receive other donor grants to help
stimulate local private investment. This is the case in Madaba and As-Salt, where USAID
grants support small-enterprise development. A discussion with donor partners
affirmed the critical need to maintain a focus on infrastructure improvements, but that
local economic development also requires working directly with entrepreneurs to
enhance touristic offerings. USAID grants have helped stimulate local private
investments around the sites where the World Bank provided important infrastructure
enhancements, such as along the heritage trail in Madaba or the now-rehabilitated hilly
roads of As-Salt.

Implementation
3.5
The project’s infrastructure investments likely contributed to property value
increases, but clear attribution to the project is lacking. A project-commissioned external
economic assessment calculated the percentage change in real estate values and rental
prices of tourist-related business properties for two of the project-supported cities,
Madaba and As-Salt, and compared these with a control city, Irbid (Throsby and
Petetskaya 2014). The assessment found that although property market values rose
significantly in Madaba between 2007 and 2014, As-salt saw less growth than Irbid.
Similarly, although rental prices rose 65 percent over the same period in Madaba, only a
slight difference was found between Irbid and As-Salt (table 3.1). This assessment
confirmed through multiple interviews that other factors need to be considered when
interpreting these results, a point that the external assessment did not address. Such
factors include the purchasing power of the Jordanian dinar, which decreased because of
inflation (purchasing power parity is lower), and the Syrian War, which pushed prices
up in cities with large refugee populations because of the pressure on housing.
According to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, 91 percent of
refugees in Jordan rent their housing, which put upward pressure on rental prices,
especially in urban areas. During this time, there was much speculation to capitalize on
6

rental opportunities, including to capture rental subsidies provided by international
donors.
Table 3.1. Change in Commercial Real Estate Values in Madaba, As-Salt, and Irbid,
between 2007 and 14
(percent change)
Property market value
Annual rent for business space

Madaba

As-Salt

Irbid

64.9

50.1

47.8

150.2

45.8

69.5

Source: Throsby and Petetskaya 2014.

4. What Didn’t Work and Why?
Design
4.1
The project overextended itself in Jordan’s more commercially oriented cities
where tourism is less developed and residents are reluctant to participate in sector
activities. 3 In Jerash, the project design included plans to rehabilitate more than
70,000 square meters of road infrastructure, install drainage, and add sidewalks. These
efforts involved a significant level of supervision and required iterative citizen
engagement. Because of its integrated approach, the CHTUD project also aimed to
physically connect the archaeological park to the city by changing traffic regulations to
secure a safe pedestrian passage, creating an overlook, rehabilitating a bridge and a
pathway, and restoring key sites such as the Eastern Baths and a historic market area.
Each of these activities was fraught with social tensions that required focused project
management: the pedestrian passage was opposed because it slowed traffic (it was
eventually removed) 4 and the overlook and the restored sites required site management
(which was lacking at the time of the assessment) and mechanisms for private sector
investment. Citizen interviews also revealed much discontent because of multiyear
construction in commercial and residential areas. In Jerash, the project design should
have been simplified either by sequencing the infrastructure and touristic interventions
or by doing less while demonstrating benefits. In Karak, the project planned to
rehabilitate almost 90,000 square meters of roads and the touristic heritage trail (painted
on the sidewalks), build an overlook outside the old city walls, renovate and adaptively
reuse cultural heritage buildings, and install an intercity bus station and a separate car
park. As in Jerash, the infrastructure was rehabilitated, but the building restoration,
overlook, and car park were canceled because of costs and time. Efforts to direct touristic
activity toward the city center by rehabilitating the heritage trail have been only
modestly successful because shopkeepers and shoppers use the sidewalks as expanded
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storefronts and, in some cases, parking lots. In Karak, much more municipal
enforcement was needed to promote the intended touristic use of the significant amount
of rehabilitated infrastructure (appendix E).

Implementation
Building Municipal Capacity for Site Management and Adaptive Reuse
4.2
The project’s underinvestment in municipal capacity strengthening undermined
the effective management of some restored touristic sites (appendix F). 5 The project
spent only $220,000 of the almost $3 million intended for municipal capacity building.
The original amount was to be used to strengthen municipal capacity for the promotion,
management, maintenance, and oversight of touristic investments. It was also intended
to help the municipalities identify and engage in strategic partnerships with local
community-based and private organizations. The component also originally included a
performance-based metric meant to provide additional core infrastructure financing for
better-performing municipalities (although the criteria were not clear). None of this
support materialized. Reasons provided to the assessment team related to cost overruns
and higher-than-anticipated land acquisition costs, but these were inadequate
explanations because there were unused International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development funds by project end. The project’s underinvestment in municipal capacity
also contributed to a certain level of tension among the national counterpart, the
Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities, and some municipalities over site management
responsibilities.
4.3
An analysis of Tripadvisor comments submitted by visitors to Jerash and Karak
between 2006 and 2019 revealed that both destinations could benefit from enhanced site
management. The comments submitted to Tripadvisor about the Jerash archaeological
park are mostly positive; negative reviews pointed to a need for better waste
management, maintenance, and signage. More recently, security has emerged as a
critical concern. In Karak, negative comments included inadequate maintenance and
waste management, a lack of signage, and safety hazards.
4.4
The underinvestment in municipal capacity to promote, maintain, and manage
the touristic sites also contributed to the project’s lack of success in putting restored
buildings into productive use. In As-Salt, the project effectively restored several
historical complexes, but the municipality was still in the process of purchasing those
buildings at the time of the assessment. The difficulty was that the project restored
buldings before helping the municipality untangle ownership issues, which are
complicated because the historical buildings are owned by multiple family members
who all must agree on the sale. The restored buildings also fetch a higher price and are
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thus more difficult for the municipality to purchase. Moreover, many owners reside
outside of As-Salt, and the buildings are used as rental properties, which contributes to
their deterioration and reduces the efficacy of the project investments (appendix F). In
Madaba, the project helped rehabilitate the Dar Al-Saraya building and put it into
productive use as a museum, photo gallery, and restaurant. But it was shut down two
years before the Independent Evaluation Group visit because of reported contractual
and financing issues (appendix F). The project faced similar implementation challenges
that were identified by the Independent Evaluation Group in its assessment of the
Lebanon Cultural Heritage and Development Project (World Bank 2019).

Local Economic Development
4.5
The project lacked adequate mechanisms to link infrastructure investments to
local livelihood creation opportunities. The local economic development fund included
in the project design was canceled because the activities were reported to be too similar
to those of other programs administered by USAID and its implementing arm,
Chemonics, in the target areas. But this assessment found that such a fund could have
supported additional testing of potential local touristic activities in cities where USAID
did not have a significant presence. Such a fund could have helped mitigate investment
risks for local entrepreneurs while demonstrating the potential benefits of tourism. The
challenge was that the project did not develop a grant facility or guidelines for
administering the fund, leaving it up to the implementation unit to figure out how to
manage it. The implementation unit also pointed out that the timing of the project
coincided with the Arab Spring political protests. The World Bank and the government
of Jordan would have had to determine the best way to implement or adjust the fund at
that time in line with the government’s strategy for managing the unrest.
4.6
The project did not adequately address risks associated with loss of livelihood
among informal workers at the restored sites. The project-restored sites are replete with
vendors who derive a good portion of their livelihood from informal activities
conducted at or around the sites. Project goals to modernize Jerash’s archaeological park
were met with resistance from vendors because proposals to move them threatened their
livelihoods. Despite its safeguards, the project did not articulate how it would address
informal employment as part of its objective to generate local economic development.
Safeguards were inadequate in the case of Jerash because vendors located at the site
entrance reasonably argued that any resettlement effort would result in diminished
revenue. These vendors had historically had an advantage—although a small one—in
making a living out of the sector owing to the many entrenched interests characteristic
of the tourism industry (for example, monopolistic tour and bus companies and
kickbacks).
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Measuring the Value of Land and Property
4.7
The project lacked adequate indicators to measure its contribution to the
increased value of land and property in the areas where it provided significant
infrastructure investment. The indicator used to measure and report on property value
was “increase in value of properties in targeted cities.” It included a zero baseline and a
cumulative target set at 20 percent. In the absence of a meaningful baseline, it was not
clear how the 20 percent target was set. There was no differentiation between cities in
terms of anticipated increases in property value and no indication in the project
documentation about which streets or buildings would be expected to benefit the most.
An external assessment was conducted to help measure this effect, but the
measurements were calculated only for two cities where the tourism sector is more
developed. Therefore, these results could not be extrapolated to the project level.
4.8
Ironically, the enforcement of cultural heritage regulations in some city cores,
such as Jerash, limited the potential for property values to increase significantly because
building construction is highly regulated. In Jerash, data obtained from the municipality
revealed that property prices rose on certain commercial streets, such as Bab Amman,
where the upgrading contributed to an increased density and variety of shops (for
example, businesses, bakeries, and automated teller machines). Bab Amman is also a
major city artery. But on other streets, such as King Abdullah and Wasfy Al-Tal, values
declined over time because of cultural heritage regulations that limited the height of
buildings to two stories. As well, according to municipal interviews, the increased value
of the properties on streets such as Bab Amman did not generate increased municipal
revenue because the municipality was not providing adequate services and
maintenance.

Exogenous Risks
4.9
Despite its prioritization in government planning, the tourism sector in Jordan
has suffered from contagion effects from security events in bordering Israel, Palestine,
the Syrian Arab Republic, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia. Following a steady increase in
touristic visits to select sites between 2005 and 2010, visits sharply decreased during the
Arab Spring protests, which began in Tunisia in December 2010 and affected Jordan in
2011 (figure 4.1). Jordan’s tourism was also heavily affected by the crisis in nearby Syria,
which began in 2011 in Syria and ultimately spilled over into Iraq. This increased what
the National Tourism Strategy terms the fear factor, a contagious effect whereby a
country’s reputation is damaged by events beyond it.
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Figure 4.1. Average Annual Visitors to the Five CHTUD Sites, 2005–18
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Note: CHTUD = Cultural Heritage, Tourism, and Urban Development.

4.10
Jordan also hosts more than 747,000 registered refugees, the second-highest
refugees per capita in the world (after Lebanon), which puts additional strain on the
country’s resources for investing in maintaining and developing its urban heritage sites
(UNHCR 2019). The war in Syria especially affected project implementation, with 2,000
refugees arriving per day throughout 2011. The Mafraq refugee camp, which housed the
first wave of refugees, is 35 kilometers from Jerash; the Cyber City camp is only
25 kilometers from both Jerash and Ajloun. Throughout 2013, as the CHTUD project was
in its final stages, the number of Syrian refugees increased from 119,400 to 585,300. In
addition, Jordan hosted more than 25,500 registered refugees of other nationalities, most
of them Iraqi (UNHCR 2019. Four of every five refugees lived in urban areas, largely in
Amman and the northwest of the country, where most of the project cities are located.

5. Lessons
5.1
Projects primarily designed to support urban development in historic areas may
find it challenging to promote, implement, and measure tourism development. The
Jordan CHTUD project was mainly an infrastructure project designed to underpin the
growth of tourism in culturally important areas. Investments in road rehabilitation,
drainage, sidewalks, and public space would help create the necessary conditions for
sector growth. The project did not include dedicated components for product
development, marketing, or site management. As such, the project was ill-prepared to
assess its contribution to touristic aims, especially since the indicator chosen to assess
touristic development (the number of tourism-related jobs created in target cities) was
not attributable to project investments. Instead, urban development projects that seek to
underpin tourism sector growth in culturally important areas may be better equipped to
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implement and measure infrastructure quality; its equitable use, operations, and
maintenance; and citizen perceptions. Infrastructure-led touristic development projects
can either opt to add tourism specialists and dedicated components to a project or clarify
their intended ring-fenced approach and scope in line with the infrastructure
development aims.
5.2
Sustainable touristic development can be undermined when projects do not
apply the requisite soft skills to ensure interagency cooperation, local ownership for site
maintenance, and exposure to product development and marketing, including through
the private sector. CHTUD effectively supported the installation of critical urban
infrastructure in culturally important areas. It did not, however, succeed in working out
some of the ownership issues associated with the investments, including jurisdictional
disputes between the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities and the municipalities.
Although project investments were made through national authorities, municipalities
were expected to integrate operations and maintenance costs into their budgets. These
disputes led to a lack of site maintenance in some cases, which has undermined touristic
development aims. In other cases, municipalities lack the capacity to connect with and
benefit from private sector opportunities, such as promoting their sites and integrating
them into international touristic itineraries.
5.3
Without a sector political economy analysis that identifies project challenges
associated with vested interests, projects that seek to modernize tourism in urban areas
may be poorly prepared for managing potential risks. In the case of the CHTUD project,
anticipated reforms in some cities were not achieved because of omnipresent vested
interests in the tourism industry. These range from monopolistic tendencies (for
example, large transportation companies or emporiums) to concerns about the loss of
local livelihoods (for example, street vendors and stalls). Efforts to rationalize parking,
entrances, ticket sales, and touristic pathways were challenged by interests and
behaviors within the touristic supply chain.
5.4
Touristic projects that do not develop short-term mechanisms to demonstrate
and deliver local economic benefits are unlikely to obtain the popular support needed
for longer-term sector reforms. Infrastructure-led tourism development projects such as
CHTUD can cause significant disruptions to everyday life, especially in living cities,
such as Jerash and Karak. In these cities, local economic benefits did not effectively flow
down to the local population, which caused a certain level of apathy and skepticism
about planned touristic investments. Local participation in place-based touristic
transitions is needed to achieve various authentic touristic offerings and to ensure that
the site is hospitable and safe.
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This assessment does not use the project development objective indicators to assess results
because the causal linkages between the investments and the touristic indicator were not wellestablished by the project, the results reported are bundled for all cities, and they are not directly
attributable to the project. The second project development objective indicator designed to
measure property value set a cumulative target without denoting the streets, buildings, or areas
where values were anticipated to rise as a result of the project. An external assessment reported
only on cities where tourism is more developed (Madaba and As-Salt), and which are not
comparable to Jerash and Karak (Throsby and Petetskaya 2014).
1

A saraya is a castle, palace, or important administrative government building in various parts of
the former Ottoman Empire.

2

The design of the Cultural Heritage, Tourism, and Urban Development Project investments in
Madaba stands in stark contrast to that of the overly ambitious elements attempted in Jerash. In
Madaba, communities have engaged in tourism for years. There are many success stories,
including prior successful outcomes of World Bank investments. In Madaba, the maturity of the
sector allows for more coordination between World Bank’s infrastructure support and
complementary grants provided by donors such as the US Agency for International Development
for local economic development.
3

The project was not able to rationalize the pedestrian crossing connecting Jerash’s
archaeological site to Wasfy Al-Tal Street within its historic core because residents expressed
concerns about increased travel time and congestion. The project effectively installed a speed
bump, traffic light, and pedestrian-crossing button, and the crossing was functioning at the time
of the Independent Evaluation Group visit.

4

Restored sites in Jerash, such as the Eastern Baths, were upgraded and are being used as a city
meeting point and for municipal and religious events. But the baths site is poorly marked, with
no explanatory plaques, such as those seen in the archaeological park, and it attracts very few
visitors. Figurines excavated at the site were placed in the park’s visitor center; however, neither
the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities nor the municipality have developed the site as a tourist
attraction.

5
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Appendix A. Overall Project Ratings
Table A.1. Overall Project Ratings
Indicator

ICR

Outcome

Risk to development
outcome
Bank performance
Borrower performance

ICR Review

PPAR

Satisfactory

Moderately satisfactory

Moderately

Modest

Substantial

Significant

Satisfactory

Moderately satisfactory

Moderately
unsatisfactory

Moderately satisfactory

Moderately satisfactory

Moderately
i f

Note: The Implementation Completion and Results Report (ICR) is a self-evaluation by the responsible Global Practice. The
ICR Review is an intermediate Independent Evaluation Group product that seeks to independently validate the findings of
the ICR. PPAR = Project Performance Assessment Report.
* The methodology by which ratings are assigned is described at https://ieg.worldbankgroup.org/methodology/PPAR.

Project Performance Assessment Ratings
Outcome

Relevance of
objective

Assessment Justification

The relevance of objectives was modest before restructuring and substantial afterward.

The original project development objective (PDO) was to (i) contribute to tourism
development in five historically and culturally important cities (Jerash, Karak, Madaba, AsSalt, and Ajloun), and thereby create the conditions for local economic development; and
to (ii) support the consolidation of the tourism industry in Petra. A restructuring of the
project in 2011 relevantly dropped the second objective because the government of
Jordan opted to finance this with its own resources.

Alignment with strategy. The original PDO, which included the aim of continuing to
reinforce Jordan’s main touristic sites, was less relevant than the revised objective, which
supported site diversification to promote local economic development across Jordan’s
culturally unique and economically distinct regions. The revised objective was in line with
Jordan’s National Tourism Strategy (2004), which sought site diversification, increased
employment, and the integration of tourism into local economic development. Sites
selected—including the secondary cities of As-Salt, Madaba, Kara, Jerash, and Ajloun—are
designated as special interest tourism areas in the strategy. The objectives were also in line
with the Country Assistance Strategy for fiscal years 2006–10, which targeted leveraging
cultural assets to generate local economic opportunities.
Relevance of the objective statement. The PDO should have been scoped to focus on
the infrastructure outcomes that underpin the tourism sector in a way that would have
enabled the project to more accurately align its objective with its components and
associated project metrics. Neither the original nor revised PDO was aligned with the bulk
of the project investments, which needed to be measured differently and appropriately for
a project that financed such a significant amount of urban infrastructure. Had the PDO
focused on the infrastructure development needed to underpin the growth of the tourism
sector, the monitoring and evaluation system could have been more appropriately
designed to measure the quality of infrastructure, its use, perceptions of affected
stakeholders, and its contribution to the enabling environment for touristic activities in the
historic cores.
Relevance of
design

Relevance of design is rated modest. As discussed in chapter 4 of this report, the
infrastructure-led approach in itself was insufficient to achieve the urban management
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Outcome

Assessment Justification

Efficacy

Efficacy, on balance, is rated modest.

reforms needed for sustainable tourism development in the targeted dense urban cores. In
cities that are more commercially oriented and where tourism is less developed, the
project design could have been simplified and sequenced through interventions designed
to demonstrate the benefits of tourism development before engaging in citywide
revitalization efforts. Gender inequities in the sector were analyzed as part of project
preparation, but the project did not include gender-informed activities in design, nor did it
measure gender-related benefits. This is especially important in cities where the
preparatory work showed significant gaps between women and men in participation and
tourism-related income. The results framework was not aligned with the main thrust of the
component financing, which was overwhelmingly focused on infrastructure rehabilitation.
The framework did not clearly establish the causal linkages between infrastructure
rehabilitation and the creation of conditions for enhanced local economic development
opportunities. Dropped elements of the original project design, such as support for
municipal capacity for the promotion, marketing, maintenance, and oversight of touristic
sites, further undermined project effectiveness.
This assessment does not use the two PDO indicators to rate efficacy. For the first
objective, the causal linkages between the infrastructure investments and the aim of
increasing touristic length of stay were not well established by the project, the results
reported (2.8 days rather than 1.5 days) are bundled for all cities, and the results reported
are not directly attributable to the project. For the second objective, the indicator used to
measure and report on property values set a cumulative target without denoting the
streets, buildings, or areas where an anticipated property value rise would be attributable
to the project, and the external assessment used cities where tourism was more developed
(Madaba and As-Salt) and which were not comparable to Jerash and Karak. Despite this,
the external assessment indicated that increases for As-Salt were comparable to the
control. Since many donors and the government of Jordan have financed key touristic
investments in Madaba, there is no identifiable “other city” control that could have been
used by the external assessment (see the Design section in chapter 3 of this report).
As such, this assessment measures efficacy by assessing the relative achievements of the
project interventions against the aims set out by the PDO. It uses the targets set for the
city-level interventions and qualitative inputs from interviews and the site assessments
(appendixes D and E). The efficacy rating also weights the relative achievements of the
project against the relative level of project financing directed toward each city. Therefore,
the modest rating is associated more with the underachievement of project aims in Jerash
and Karak than the more effective interventions in Madaba and Ajloun; the progress in AsSalt is mixed. The results of this review are integrated throughout this report and
summarized subsequently.
•

•

Although many of the road rehabilitation targets were met or exceeded, the
regulation of traffic and parking in dense urban cores were not achieved (for
targets and actual achievements, see appendix D). These activities were needed to
fulfill the local city revitalization goals with which the project activities were aligned.
They were also necessary because the creation of public space (including squares and
sidewalks) reduced parking space. Thus, for the project to have been efficacious, the
bundle of activities for each city would have needed to be implemented together. For
example, all the traffic and parking management plans were canceled, and parking
buildings that were to be built by the municipalities were incomplete in Jerash and AsSalt at the time of the assessment.
Efforts in Jerash and Karak to better connect the key attractions (the
archaeological park and the castle) to the city cores were thwarted because of a
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Outcome

Assessment Justification

lack of municipal investment in site management and the public’s overall
reticence to engage in transformative activities aligned with touristic needs.

City-specific details follow:
•

•

•

•

In Jerash, the number of rehabilitated primary streets exceeded targets; however, only
one-third of the secondary street target was met, and none of the tertiary streets were
completed as planned (appendix D). The site assessment and interviews revealed that
some sidewalks that were built have been partially or entirely removed by shopkeepers
or the municipality to reinstall parking spaces in front of stores, which undermines the
project’s urban development aims.
In Karak, the total area of street rehabilitation achieved far exceeded what was
planned. However, very little of this rehabilitation lends itself to local economic activity
through expanded touristic opportunities in the city core. In Karak, the density of
economic activity and the pressures of population influxes owing to the Syrian War
undermine attempts to expand touristic activities beyond Karak Castle into the core.
Infrastructure aims were met, but key traffic management structures that were put in
place were undone with the change of municipal administration. Sidewalks were built,
but pedestrian space is limited because shops use the sidewalks to expand their retail
space, which in many areas forces pedestrians into the heavily trafficked streets.
Municipal capacity requires greater support to ensure enforcement if the pedestrian
spaces are to be reclaimed.

Planned activities to rehabilitate facades on primary streets were canceled in all
cities, and the site assessment revealed that these activities were not completed by the
Jerash municipality, whose mayor indicated that the building facades had yet to be
cleaned and repaired. These activities were part of the integrated approach to create
the conditions for local economic development through the tourism sector.
The project effectively restored key historic complexes and buildings in As-Salt
and Madaba, but efforts to put them into adaptive reuse were incomplete at the
time of the assessment.
o

o

o

As-Salt is currently undergoing a significant urban transformation with
plans that deviate significantly from the city revitalization plans put in
place more than a decade ago. The project successfully introduced
public space but did not achieve associated traffic management and
parking reforms, which are critically needed in the historic core. The
project restored several historical complexes, but the effects are being
eroded by mistreatment of the sites. These historic sites are being
rented as makeshift apartments to workers rather than being put into
productive use for tourism either by the municipality or private entities.

Madaba is a well-developed tourist destination. Project-financed
investments have been strategic and complementary to other donor
investments in the small and medium enterprise sector. Women working
in the artisan trades have benefited more here than in other sites
because of both this complementary approach and a more
accommodating culture than in the other cities.
Ajloun. The assessment team did not visit Ajloun because of the limited
number of activities that were implemented there. This assessment
verified the expansion of the mosque through data provided by the
project management unit as part of the launch workshop. The expansion
included the addition of community facilities, providing women with a
defined, up-to-standard place to gather within the site.
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Outcome
Efficiency

Assessment Justification
Efficiency is rated modest.

Value for money. The project achieved less than it had envisioned, with an International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development loan that was only partially disbursed. Actual
project costs exceeded estimates by more than 160 percent (owing to both higher-thanexpected price increases for commodities and overly optimistic estimates). This factor was
partially responsible for the project’s underinvestment in planned urban management
activities that are needed to ensure that the urban infrastructure produces a good rate of
return over time. Project completion was delayed by 18 months because of internal
inefficiencies of the project (administrative and operational), which increased operating costs
relative to benefits.
Cost-benefit analysis carried out by the project. A cost-benefit analysis was not carried
out at appraisal because of the difficulty of quantifying benefits and assigning a monetary
value. A unit cost analysis was carried out at project completion, which found that Jordan’s
construction costs (materials and labor) were 10–20 percent higher than other comparable
countries.

External cost-benefit assessment. At closure, the economic impact assessment estimated
an annual increase of approximately 18 percent in tourists (about 120,000 tourists)
attributable to the project. But the methods extrapolated results from cities where tourism is
more developed to those where the industry is less developed. Therefore, the findings of the
economic impact assessment are only valid for the assessed cities, Madaba and As-Salt,
which are more mature tourist destinations. The estimated annual increases are also
somewhat out of line with Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities (MOTA) data and explanatory
factors derived from the Independent Evaluation Group assessment. For example, tourism to
all the project-targeted cities spiked early on, in 2010, but decreased and have not recovered
because of the Arab Spring political protests and the Syrian War. The annual expenditure
generated by the estimated increases and the multiplier effects estimated are plausible, but
these cannot be attributed to the project infrastructure investments alone.
Overall
outcome

The overall outcome rating is moderately unsatisfactory. Relevance of objective is
substantial because the project aim was and continues to be in line with national growth
and touristic strategies. However, the objective statement itself did not clearly reflect what
could be achieved with the actual project-financed interventions. The relevance of design
is rated modest because the project did not establish clear causal linkages between the
infrastructure investments and the creation of local economic development opportunities
through expanded tourism. Design was also affected by cost overruns, which resulted in
the project moving funds mainly into the first project component. This in turn affected the
project’s ability to achieve a more holistic urban development approach for sustainable
tourism development. Efficacy is rated modest because of the weight that is assigned to
the funds spent in Jerash and Karak, which achieved a significant amount of road
rehabilitation but not the planned urban reforms required to underpin sustainable tourism
development or the connectivity required to create the conditions for local economic
development. Municipal capacity, which was underfunded, is a key factor in these city
scenarios. The World Bank restored many key buildings in As-Salt and created a key space
for urban use, but urban management reforms were not achieved, and key historical
complexes, rehabilitated by the project, have not been put into adaptive reuse. The World
Bank’s efforts were strategic and more effective in Madaba, where other donors are
investing directly in small and medium enterprise development. Investments were
relatively minor in Ajloun compared with other cities but were also relatively successful.
Efficiency is rated modest because value for money was negatively affected by high unit
costs for materials, labor, land, and resettlement; internal project inefficiencies that caused
delays and increased costs; and unclear economic impacts in the sites where the project
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Outcome

Assessment Justification

Risk to
development
outcome

Security risks. Tourism in Jordan’s secondary cities depends on a stable and peaceful
security situation in the country and the region. It is also directly affected by the quality of
its site management. An unexpected knifing incident in Jerash’s archaeological park
exemplifies the risk that deficient site management (including security) can dissuade
tourists from visiting a key tourist site.

worked. The development outcome also was rated moderately unsatisfactory by the
project’s final Implementation Status and Results Report mission conducted in 2014.

Sector and institutional risks. A significant amount of transformation still needs to occur
in the urban cores of many of the cities targeted for tourism to significantly contribute to
local economic development. For that to happen, relationships between MOTA and the
municipalities must be strengthened; MOTA’s capacity must also be augmented to
embrace new touristic models and product offerings that provide more decentralized
economic benefits to local populations. Site management is nonexistent at many
important sites.
Bank
performance

Bank performance is rated moderately unsatisfactory because in projects with an overall
outcome rating of moderately unsatisfactory or less, the Bank performance rating is the
lower of the two quality ratings: quality at entry and quality of supervision.

Quality at entry is rated moderately unsatisfactory. Adequate analysis of the underlying
infrastructure needs of the cities was conducted as part of preparation, and an effort was
made to align the project interventions with the wider urban development plans of the
municipality revitalization pacts. But project costs were severely underestimated at appraisal,
resulting in a project design that severely overestimated what could be achieved in a short
project time frame. Planned interventions were too numerous for complex cities such as
Jerash; they would have benefited from a sequenced approach, with modules designed to
test, learn, and adapt the project interventions. Aspects of design, such as the Petra visitor
center, were out of sync with the World Bank’s and the country’s strategic tourism objectives
at the time. The local economic development fund could have been implemented to test and
demonstrate innovative local approaches to touristic value creation, but the project did not
develop the needed technical assistance, grant guidelines, or fund allocation mechanisms to
help the project implementation unit achieve this. The unit had never implemented a small
grants program. The project did not establish a clear results chain or indicators capable of
measuring and reporting on the actual contribution of the project investments to the urban
development outcomes in the cities.
Quality of supervision is rated moderately satisfactory. The project was restructured twice to
focus the project on the achievements it could accomplish owing to infrastructure cost
overruns. The decision to drop the Petra component was relevant. Project supervision sought
to supplement the results monitoring efforts with an external assessment commissioned to
shed light on the project’s contribution to real estate prices and touristic outcomes. However,
the decision to remove all funding from the municipal capacity component undermined efforts
to achieve more holistic and sustainable urban reforms. Gender-related aspects of the project
assessed as part of preparation were not followed up (gender reporting is limited to access to
public spaces but does not include access to income or other economic activities, per the
World Bank’s initial diagnostic).
Borrower
performance

Borrower performance is rated moderately unsatisfactory.

Government performance is rated moderately unsatisfactory.

The devolution of implementation from the Ministry of Planning to the line ministries,
among other challenges, including government staffing, undermined the effective
completion of critical urban planning and management activities. The project was
supported by a project coordinator in a special department created for the project within
MOTA. Following a change in administration, this special department, which had overseen
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Outcome

Assessment Justification

project management and municipal cooperation, was dissolved in 2009. A change in
administration removed fundamental building blocks from the project that were needed to
achieve the urban management goals underpinning desired tourism growth. These
included complementary investments in traffic management plans, parking facilities, and
parking meters needed in areas where the World Bank was also financing investments,
such as sidewalks that constrained parking space. The municipalities did not receive
financing to support site management of the MOTA-administered infrastructure, which
was put in place without proper municipal operations and maintenance plans.
Implementing agency performance is rated moderately satisfactory.

The project was implemented by MOTA through its Technical Development Department.
This department provided oversight of the public works, which was mostly adequate, but
more should have been done to work with the Department of Antiquities to ensure that
chance finds were identified and managed, even if this meant more project delays.
Fiduciary compliance was observed, and financial management was satisfactorily
conducted. Monitoring and evaluation remained a challenge throughout implementation,
but this should have been handled through enhanced supervision.
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Appendix B. Basic Project Information
Table B.1. Key Project Data
Financing

Total project costs
Loan amount

Appraisal Estimate
($, millions)

Actual Estimate
($, millions)

Actual as Percent of
Appraisal Estimate

56.0

50.8

90.7

71.1

73.3

103.0

Table B.2. Cumulative Estimated and Actual Disbursements
Disbursements

FY08

FY09
13.25

29.15

45.75

54.05

Actual ($, millions)

3.20

9.30

15.90

16.60

8.30

Actual as percent of appraisal

81.0

70.1

54.5

36.2

15.3

Appraisal estimate ($, millions)

3.95

FY10

FY11

FY12

Note: FY = fiscal year.

Table B.3. Project Dates
Stage

Planned

Closing

September 30, 2012

Approval
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Actual

January 30, 2007
March 31, 2014

Appendix C. Fiduciary Compliance and Safeguards
Fiduciary compliance was observed. Financial management was satisfactorily
conducted, and audit compliance was satisfactory in terms of quality and timely
submission. All audits were unqualified.
Procurement. Procurement of works and goods and selection of consultants made use of
allowable flexibility in the World Bank’s guidelines to use the government’s regulations
when appropriate, in alignment with the loan agreement (especially with respect to the
national bidding provisions). Procurement incorporated budget requirements and
procurement planning. Rectifications and adjustments were timely and integrated into
the procurement plan and disbursement forecasting. The budget ceiling on project
expenditures in 2010 slowed down implementation; the budget was capped at the
equivalent of $4 million against contract commitments of $24 million, necessitating the
phasing and lengthening of implementation.
Safeguards. The project was classified as a category B project owing to the perceived
limited negative social and environmental impacts expected during the implementation
of the rehabilitation and construction works. Three safeguard policies were triggered:
Environmental Assessment OP 4.01, Cultural Property OP 4.11, and Involuntary
Resettlement OP 4.12.
Environment assessment. Compliance has been rated substantial by the World Bank,
with minor exceptions on dust control and noise, which had negligible negative impacts.
The Environmental Management Plan was based on Jordanian legislation and World
Bank guidelines. Consultants delivered several awareness and training workshops for
stakeholders and supervised compliance with this plan in works contracting and
implementation.
Involuntary resettlement. Land acquisition and resettlement were handled by the
government in line with World Bank requirements and the Resettlement Policy
Framework. Two Resettlement Action Plans were prepared, one each for Jerash and
Karak, and two abbreviated Resettlement Action Plans were prepared, one each for AsSalt and Ajloun. Site-specific Resettlement Action Plans were substantially respected
during implementation; however, there were delays in the process, particularly in AsSalt and Ajloun (where the relocation of vendors was required before works could start).
The actual resettlement impacts were slightly less than those documented in the
Resettlement Action Plans at the appraisal stage; for example, 12,408 square meters of
permanent land were acquired compared with the appraised 20,333 square meters; 46
households were affected compared with the appraised 52. Community liaison officers
were appointed by each city to follow up with the project-affected persons and act as a
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conduit between concerned municipalities and affected communities. The compensation
rates for all lost assets were determined based on market value and reflected
replacement cost.
Cultural property. The close-out report does not discuss compliance with this policy.
According to the borrower’s comments (World Bank 2015, 55), a few minor issues
identified during construction that triggered this policy were corrected to maintain the
integrity of cultural property. The project has been designed to ensure compliance with
the Jordanian law for the protection and conservation of cultural property, which is also
in compliance with World Bank policy. Contracts included provisions for “chance
finds.” In a few cases of remains of cultural heritage value, the Department of
Antiquities intervened to verify the cultural integrity of the finds and recommended
measures for the works, which were implemented accordingly. The contracts for
restoration of historical buildings included in the project were also in compliance with
the Jordanian laws and World Bank policy.

Reference
World Bank. 2015. “Jordan—Cultural Heritage, Tourism, and Urban Development Project.”
Implementation Completion and Results Report ICR00003209, World Bank, Washington,
DC.
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Appendix D. Methods
This assessment used a mixed-methods, layered approach to gather data and derive
explanatory factors about project outcomes. It builds on the relevant literature and
results reported in project documents (project appraisal documents, Implementation
Status and Results Reports, the Implementation Completion and Results Report, and
the Implementation Completion and Results Report Review) and an external costs and
benefits review. The assessment validated the results reported through an evidence
gap table that was constructed before the country mission and completed based on-site
visits and interviews (appendix E). Primary data were collected through key
respondent interviews and city assessments conducted in four of five project cities
(appendixes F and H). The assessment also used secondary data collected from
Tripadvisor reports on three of the project cities (appendix G).

City Assessment Methodology
The evaluation used a layered approach to source and validate project-level data and
reported results at the city level. To prepare the city assessment, the Independent
Evaluation Group (IEG) used project preparation documents—project appraisal
documents, the city-level environmental and social assessments, and the City
Revitalization Pacts—to map the planned investments and to derive the implied
theory of change specific to the city.
Based on this, IEG used the Implementation Completion and Results Report to
compare intended and actual results. The results for each city, both planned and
realized, were discussed in Amman with the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities
(MOTA) in a series of meetings with the MOTA secretary-general, deputy secretarygeneral, and the former project manager.
IEG then convened a city-level group interview with the mayor of each city, and senior
and knowledgeable members of the municipality (including senior engineers and
members of relevant committees: tourism, gender, and media), the city development
corporations where they existed, and the regional representatives of MOTA and the
Ministry of Culture.
Based on these discussions and a review of project documentation, the IEG assessment
team developed a site visit plan. Stakeholder identification strategies were developed
organically based on observations gathered during the site visits. These tools were
upgraded intermittently during the assessment as new knowledge was gained
through the visits and interviews.
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Client engagement. The site visit plans were structured to include on-site discussions
with relevant representatives of MOTA, which covered both the realized and canceled
activities and interviews with identified local stakeholders, taking care to gather an
array of views across different user and affected groups. Observational techniques and
unstructured interviews were used to gather feedback on perceived effects (intended
and unintended outcomes, both positive and negative).
Citizen engagement. Although stakeholders were identified based on the use cases
ascribed to the main interventions in the city, with care to triangulate the economic
and social perspectives of different user groups, including pedestrians (both young
and elderly men and women), civil servants, restaurant and café owners, tour guides
and tour operators, tourists, and so on, this method had limitations. One limitation in
the absence of a more formally organized, structured approach was the difficulty of
ascertaining the views of local women, as their presence in a male-dominated public
and commercial space was rather limited.

Tripadvisor Methodology
As input into the Jordan Cultural Heritage and Urban Development Project
Performance Assessment Report, IEG cataloged and analyzed 2,545 discrete comments
provided by 1,821 reviews of touristic experiences in the archaeological sites of Jerash,
Karak, and Madaba that were recorded between 2006 and July 2019 on the Tripadvisor
website (data are available on request). The work was commissioned to gather “large
n” perceptions about the touristic experience that the World Bank and other donors
supported during the project. The findings are considered in the overall text of the IEG
review, alongside other qualitative data collected.
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Appendix E. Physical Achievements of the Project
Table E.1. Jerash Revitalization: Historic City Centers and Urban Infrastructure Improvements
Subcomponent

At Appraisal (1)

1.1. Upgrading of street
(a) Upgrading of primary, secondary, and tertiary
networks and allied public streets in city core. Includes rationalization and
beautification, with particular attention to the redesign
spaces
of sidewalks, of two main streets in the central retail
hub of Jerash: Wasfy Al-Tal, and King Abdullah and
Bab Amman

At Closure (2)
Completed

(b) Detailed landscaping of two critical junctions:
Municipality Square, and junction of Wasfy Al-Tal and
King Abdullah Streets

Completed

area of primary streets: target 22,650 m2

39,200 m2

area of secondary streets: target 19,910 m2

6,000 m2

Independent Evaluation Group Findings

The upgrading of primary and secondary streets
has been completed, along with the landscaping of
the junctions mentioned. However, some of the
sidewalks that were built have been either partially
or entirely removed, by shopkeepers or by the
municipality.

Output Indicators

area of tertiary streets: target 29,250 m2

0 m2

area of landscaped areas

1,600,000 m2

1.2. Rehabilitation of
Rehabilitation and cleaning of building facades along
facades on primary streets the primary upgraded streets: King Abdullah, Bab
Amman, and Wasfy Al-Tal

1.3. Renovation and
None in this project site
preservation of select
heritage buildings through
adaptive reuse

Canceled

Completed by the
government with
other donors’
financing

There is no evidence that this has been fully
completed; in addition, the mayor stated that the
cleaning and unification of building facades
remains to be accomplished.

None in this project
site

1.4. Rehabilitation and
(a) Demolition of at least three buildings on the
upgrading of pivotal urban southern side of the South Bridge and relocation of
related activities. Such buildings are both visually
spaces
invasive and extremely vulnerable to floods and
landslides, as they are built right in the Wadi path.
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Completed

This has been accomplished, and there is no
evidence of these buildings remaining.

Subcomponent

At Appraisal (1)

At Closure (2)

Independent Evaluation Group Findings

(b) Rationalization of the pedestrian crossing
Completed/reversed Whereas this has been achieved, it has not been
connecting the South Bridge to the archaeological site
operationalized. The traffic light at the pedestrian
and rationalization of the Wasfy Al-Tal Street section,
crossing has been disabled by the Ministry of
including the introduction of appropriate speed
Tourism and Antiquities, according to the mayor;
reducing devices coinciding with pedestrian road
speed bumps at the crossing have been removed.
crossings
(c) Landscape restoration of the Wadi area urban
corridor
(d) Renewal completion of the Eastern Baths Node
Output Indicators
Number of intrusive buildings demolished: target four
area of pivotal urban public space upgraded: target
3,300 m2

Completed

Completed but lacks This has been achieved, with the Eastern Baths
site management node and plaza successfully developed for urban
usage but not for touristic purposes.
four
4,500 m2

1.5.
Ex-market urban void—parking building and
Construction/rehabilitation multifunctional facility
of essential municipal
buildings and facilities

Canceled

1.6. Traffic and parking
management

New traffic and parking management developed and
implemented, including the installation of an
estimated six new parking meters

Canceled

1.7. Rehabilitation and
improvement of cultural
landscapes

None in this project site

1.8. Detailed design and
supervision of works

Employment of consultants to complete/prepare
detailed design and contract documentation for
works, and to undertake supervision of works

None in this project
site
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The landscape restoration has been achieved. The
corridor area remains underused. There are plans
to involve the private sector in its use.

Completed

The insufficiency of parking spots in the city center,
due to the redesign of sidewalks, was a recurrent
complaint from most stakeholders interviewed.

Table E.2. As-Salt Revitalization: Historic City Centers and Urban Infrastructure Improvements
Subcomponent

At Appraisal (1)

1.1. Upgrading of street
Upgrading of primary, secondary, and tertiary streets
networks and allied public in city core: from the Saha to the Maidan area: Alspaces
Dair, Oqba ben Nafè, and Sa’eed Sleibi
Output Indicators
area of primary streets: target 7,500 m2

Independent Evaluation Group Findings

500 m2

area of landscaped areas: target 3,000 m2

3,000 m2

1.2. Rehabilitation of
Rehabilitation and cleaning of building facades along
facades on primary streets the upgraded streets

Output Indicators
Number of facades cleaned and rehabilitated
1.3. Renovation and
preservation of select
heritage buildings through
adaptive reuse

At Closure (2)

Completed for the The upgrading has been conducted, albeit over a
A’in Plaza Street and significantly smaller area than originally planned,
surrounding area limited to the central square adjacent to the Saha
City Hub development.

Canceled

Completed by the
government with its
own financing
400

area of facades cleaned and rehabilitated

15,000 m2

(a) Partial rehabilitation and preservation of four
significant Ottoman heritage architectural complexes
forming the Saha backdrop: Sukkar complex, Khatib
complex, Sakit complex, and Abu Sarhad Coffee
complex

Completed
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The renovation of facades, replacement of doors,
and the paving of courtyards and roofs has been
completed, but no adaptive reuse has taken place.
Some doors and windows are broken, and parts of
the four houses are occupied by squatters.

(b) (i) incentive grants to historic building owners for
implementing preservation works, adaptive
commercial reuse, or both; (ii) the employment of
consultants (according to World Bank Guidelines) to
establish an appropriate institutional, financial, and
operational framework and program for the fund;
and (iii) a grant to As-Salt municipality for initial fund
establishment and operations

Canceled at
restructuring

The complexes are private properties with
ownership shared between large numbers of
inheritors, making negotiations about the future
use of the building complex

Output Indicators

Number of historic buildings preserved and
adaptively reused: target four

four

1.4. Rehabilitation and
(a) Saha City Hub: demolition of three intrusive
upgrading of pivotal urban modern governmental buildings currently occupying
spaces
the core of the historic city
(b) Creation of the new Saha City Hub, a mixed-use
public space dedicated to social gatherings, leisure,
and entertainment

Completed

Completed

The Saha City Hub, located across the street from
the Great Mosque of As-Salt, is an imposing
square which is used by the city for public events
and meetings, theater, and shows (including
setting up screens to show World Cup games), and
was the heart of the city’s life for its Ramadan
events.
To its side are a few businesses: a barbershop, a
café, and a restaurant.

(c) Mosque rehabilitation or demolition and
reconstruction

Completed

(d) Rehabilitation and streetscaping of circulation
network around the Saha

Completed

Number of intrusive buildings demolished: target
three

three

Output Indicators

1.5. Construction and
rehabilitation of essential
municipal buildings and
facilities

area of pivotal urban public space upgraded: target
15,400 m2

16,000 m2

Redevelopment of the existing school area for car
parking and commercial facilities

Canceled
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Implementation
currently financed by
the government

The rehabilitation of the As-Salt Mosque, perhaps
the city’s primary landmark, is the most costly
component of the project in the city; it involved
extensive internal and external rehabilitation of the
mosque, and the creation of a health unit and a
number of new shops on the periphery of the
mosque.

1.6. Traffic and parking
management

New traffic and parking management developed and
implemented, including the installation of an
estimated 40 new parking meters

1.7. Rehabilitation and
improvement of cultural
landscapes

None in this project site

1.8. Detailed design and
supervision of works

Employment of consultants to complete/prepare
detailed design and contract documentation for
works, and to undertake supervision of works

Canceled

None in this project
site
Completed

Table E.3. Karak Revitalization: Historic City Centers and Urban Infrastructure Improvements
Subcomponent

At Appraisal (1)

1.1 Upgrading of street
(a) (i) Targeted upgrading of streets in city core, with
networks and allied public special focus on the storm water drainage system
spaces

At Closure (2)
Completed

(ii) Creation of a new pedestrian-safe trail between
Karak Castle and the bus station, with rehabilitation
of parts of the old city wall close to the trail

Completed

(b) Eastern access: Detailed landscaping and
rationalization of the eastern city access located at
the Salah Ad-Din Al-Ayyubi and Al-Madeenah
junction

Completed

Output Indicators

area of primary streets: target 3,830 m2

8,830 m2

area of secondary streets: target 23,700 m2

39,900 m2

area of tertiary streets: target 32,600 m2

37,600 m2

area of landscaped areas: target 4,650 m2

2,000,000 m2

length of pedestrian trail: target 1,950 m

2,330 m

1.2. Rehabilitation of
Cleaning of facades along selected upgraded streets
facades on primary streets
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Canceled

Completed by the
government with its
own financing

Independent Evaluation Group Findings

The upgrading of the city core infrastructure was
achieved, with rehabilitated sidewalks and a water
drainage system in place.
The tourist walking trail is relatively well marked,
delineated by red bricks along the sidewalk,
starting about 200 meters from the castle and
ending at the municipal bus station, currently not
used by tourist buses. The trail lies partially
alongside busy and heavy-traffic roads and has
several missing segments.

The landscaping and rationalization of the eastern
access, an area tapped for important future works
by the municipality, were also achieved.

Achieved by the government

Subcomponent

At Appraisal (1)

1.3. Renovation and
Renovation and adaptive reuse of select cultural
preservation of select
heritage buildings
heritage buildings through
adaptive reuse
1.4. Rehabilitation and
Karak city gateway: (a) Creation of a wall-view
upgrading of pivotal urban panoramic walk stretching along the walls, including
spaces
the reconstruction of a demolished portion of the
city walls

At Closure (2)
Canceled

Canceled

Independent Evaluation Group Findings

The panoramic walk, built on land repurchased by
the municipality, was meant to host tourist shops
and restaurants. A single restaurant was
operational, but disputes between investors and
the municipality have led to the suspension of
operations.
A sound and light show, set up by the Karak
Development Corporation, was never operational.
It suffers from high maintenance costs and low
economic viability in the absence of a sustained
touristic demand.

(b) Redevelopment and refurbishment of the intracity
Canceled
bus station as a mixed-use compound including new
Implementation
clean, small-scale multipurpose commercial facilities, currently financed by
landscaping, and the rehabilitation of the historic Old the government with
Eastern Gate
other donors’
financing
(c) Construction of new multipurpose multistory
commercial building and car park

1.5.
None in this project site
Construction/rehabilitation
of essential municipal
buildings and facilities

Canceled

The current station, however, still operates far
below full capacity, and could house tourist buses
with ease.
Worthy of note is the existence of a newer bus
station, 5 kilometers to the east alongside the
Karak Highway, to which the municipality has
attempted to direct intercity and university bus
traffic; this has failed due to its perceived
inconvenience to passengers and drivers.

None in this project
site
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Currently an intra- and intercity bus stop, it has
been slated to become a multistory parking and
commercial building; as it stands, it is also the
endpoint of the pedestrian trail developed under
component 1.1.(a).

Subcomponent

At Appraisal (1)

1.7. Rehabilitation and
improvement of cultural
landscapes

None in this project site

1.8. Detailed design and
supervision of works

Employment of consultants to complete/prepare
detailed design and contract documentation for
works, and to undertake supervision of works

1.6. Traffic and parking
management

New traffic and parking management developed and
implemented, including the installation of an
estimated three new parking meters

At Closure (2)
Canceled

Independent Evaluation Group Findings

Organizational reforms such as new traffic and
parking management would have been an
important complement to the upgrading of street
networks conducted as part of the project. Karak
suffers from long-standing congestion and weak
enforcement of traffic regulations.

None in this project
site
Completed

Table E.4. Madaba Revitalization: Historic City Centers and Urban Infrastructure Improvements
Subcomponent

At Appraisal (1)

1.1. Upgrading of street
(a) (i) Upgrading of primary, secondary, and tertiary
networks and allied public streets in city core. Includes basalt paving and
spaces
providing safe sidewalks on King Talal Street (a
primary street)

At Closure (2)
Completed

(ii) Upgrading of the ring road around the city core
and ensuring safety, continuity of sidewalks, and
proper storm water drainage

Completed

(b) Detailed landscaping and rationalization of the
Church of the Map node, a key gateway to the city

Completed

Output Indicators
area of primary streets: target 5,550 m2

125,000 m2

area of secondary streets: target 49,530 m2

24,000 m2

area of tertiary streets: target 19,765 m2

20,000 m2

area of landscaped areas

450,000 m2
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Independent Evaluation Group Findings

Sidewalks and streets in and around the city core
and the tourist path were successfully upgraded,
with targets significantly surpassed. Its success is
due to integration with previous World Bank
projects as well as those of other donors.

Street infrastructure in the Church’s node, a
primary attraction in the city, was successfully
achieved and dramatically improved the aesthetics
of the area.

Subcomponent

At Appraisal (1)

1.3. Renovation and
preservation of select
heritage buildings through
adaptive reuse

Rehabilitation and adaptive reuse of the historic
Saraya building, including detailed landscaping of
the entrance plaza and the slope along Prince Hassan
Street

1.2. Rehabilitation of
Rehabilitation and cleaning of building facades along
facades on primary streets the upgraded primary streets

At Closure (2)
Canceled

Completed

Output Indicators

Number of historic buildings preserved and
adaptively reused

One building 2,000
square meters

Independent Evaluation Group Findings

Dar Al-Saraya was successfully rehabilitated and is
listed in tourist brochures as housing a museum, a
photography gallery, and a restaurant. Despite a
sign identifying the place and its activities, the
building was closed at the time of a visit;
neighboring shopkeepers stated that the location
had been closed for at least two years. Some
suggested there were plans to reopen it, but that
could not be independently confirmed.

1.4. Rehabilitation and
None in this project site
upgrading of pivotal urban
spaces

None in this project
site

1.5. Construction and
rehabilitation of essential
municipal buildings and
facilities

Housing the city’s intercity buses, the station was
Completed by the temporarily moved for renovations before being
government with its returned to its original central location. Both
drivers and passengers agreed on the convenience
own financing
of its location and the successful upgrading;
however, maintenance remains an issue (roofs of
bus stops broken and so on)

(a) Functional upgrading of the old bus station
(Madaba City portal)

Canceled

(b) Creation of a new leisure park in the city core,
including commercial space

Canceled

1.6. Traffic and parking
management

New traffic and parking management developed and
implemented, including the estimated installation of
six new parking meters

Canceled

1.7. Rehabilitation and
improvement of cultural
landscapes

None in this project site

1.8. Detailed design and
supervision of works

Employment of consultants to complete/prepare
detailed design and contract documentation for
works, and to undertake supervision of works

None in this project
site
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Completed

Though the project was canceled, both the
municipality and the private sector have developed
parking lots across the city

Appendix F. Jordan Historic City Assessments
Map F.1. Historic Cities of Jordan

Source: Map cleared by World Bank Cartography Unit.

City Profile: As-Salt
Background
A regional administrative center during the Ottoman era, As-Salt, with a population of
90,000, is renowned for its hilly topography and Ottoman architecture (photo F.1 and
map F.2). Its proximity to Amman makes it a desirable day trip for many Jordanians and
a popular destination for foreign tourists. Described as a “living museum,” As-Salt does
not have key attractions the way some other cities do. Rather, tourists are attracted to its
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mosques—dubbed “Great” and “Small” by the city’s inhabitants—and the churches
immediately adjacent to them, in a display of religious harmony that is a point of pride
for Saltis. In the evenings, locals and visitors converge toward more elevated areas to
enjoy the city’s cafés and knafeh, and the sunset views to Jerusalem on a clear day.
Photo F.1. View of As-Salt

Map F.2. Central As-Salt

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of
Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.
Note: As-Salt is known for its unique topography, its
stairways and footpaths connecting its streets, its views
that reach all the way into Palestine, its urban
architecture, and its popular market streets. The
projects conducted in As-Salt targeted the urban core
and invested in rejuvenating some of the main tourist
landmarks of the city, and developing new city
infrastructure for communal use, including for city
gatherings and art and music shows during the holy
month of Ramadan.

Source: Open Street Maps; World Bank 2019.
Note: The blue line denotes the site visit path taken by the
Independent Evaluation Group team based on a mapping of
activities planned by the project. The site visit paths were
constructed to assess and discuss (i) planned and implemented
and (ii) planned and canceled investments. The labels show the
urban infrastructure improvements conducted as part of the
project. The investments and urban planning components of
the project were discussed at length with the mayor, the
current and past regional representatives of the Ministry of
Tourism and Antiquities, and senior members of the
municipality, including senior engineers who were charged with
overseeing the World Bank project at the municipal level, in
addition to local stakeholders.

Summary of Project Activities
As-Salt’s primary attraction is the city itself; its development as an important regional
Ottoman administrative center has given it its distinctive architecture. According to
Mayor Khaled Khashwan, interviewed as part of this assessment, As-Salt boasts 657
heritage buildings and more than 1,000 heritage sites. With As-Salt—as a city—aiming to
be included in the list of United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) World Heritage sites, local authorities had expressed a desire
to focus on the conservation of the city’s cultural heritage, rather than a single landmark.
In line with the City Revitalization Pact, the program was designed in collaboration with
a host of government organizations, including the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities
(MOTA), the Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation, the Ministry of
Municipal Affairs, the Greater As-Salt municipality, and the governorate; the Technical
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Development Department of MOTA acted as the implementing agency, ensuring
interministerial coordination.
As such, the World Bank followed an integrated urban development approach. First,
anchor investments focused on urban planning and management, with road
rehabilitation and landscaping in the city core areas, centered on the streets between the
Saha and the Maidan neighborhood: Al-Dair, Oqba ben Nafea, and Saeed Sleibi. The
plan also included the rehabilitation and cleaning of facades along rehabilitated roads,
although this final component was taken over by the government. To complement this
first layer, and to address urban congestion and mobility issues, the project planned to
convert the Oqba ben Nafea School into a car parking lot and commercial facility, and
implement a new traffic and parking management plan, which included the installation
of parking meters. Although these components were canceled, the city has indicated that
it has taken over the redevelopment of the school project, although it had not been
completed at the time of the assessment.
A second layer sought to develop specific locations and sites of historical and
architectural interest, thus preserving them and readying them for adaptive reuse. It
included the rehabilitation of the Great Mosque of As-Salt inside and out, the removal of
unnecessary additions, and the creation of some shops and a health clinic along the
mosque’s walls. It also prominently included the partial rehabilitation and preservation
of the Ottoman housing complexes of Al-Sukkar, Khatib, Sakit, and Abu Sarhad. The
development targeted only the facades. No rehabilitation was conducted inside the
complexes, and plans for their adaptive reuse, which would have included negotiating
the purchase and handover of the private estates to buyers interested in appropriately
adapting the sites, were not included in the project’s component design.
A third layer looked at developing community infrastructure. For this, the project
cleared unused government buildings and built the Saha City Hub, a central open space
developed for community use, which has already served as an open marketplace and a
city meeting point for public music performances and shows. The City Hub also
included the construction of several shops and establishments leading directly into the
square, and the landscaping and streetscaping of circulation networks around it.

City Assessment Findings
Upgrading Streets in the City Core
Streets around the central Al-A’in plaza and the surrounding area were to be upgraded,
and the existing school area was to be redeveloped for car parking and commercial
facilities.
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The upgrading was originally planned to include primary, secondary, and tertiary city
core streets from the Saha to the Maidan area—Al-Dair, Oqba ben Nafea, and Saeed
Sleibi—in addition to landscaping an area of 3,000 square meters. The landscaping target
has been met; however, the street rehabilitation target was only partially completed,
with 500 square meters rehabilitated instead of the 7,500 square meters forecast at
appraisal. Another component, which would have seen facades along the upgraded
streets cleaned and rehabilitated, was canceled but implemented subsequently by the
government.
The former Oqba ben Nafea School, adjacent to the project areas, has been removed;
construction is under way to develop a car park and a number of commercial facilities—
a component that was included in the appraisal stage of the project but ultimately taken
over by the municipality, with government financing. According to the mayor, the
municipality also plans on expanding this project in follow-up phases.

Rehabilitating Ottoman Heritage Architectural Complexes
Four important buildings, dating from the Ottoman empire, that overlook the two
plazas were to be rehabilitated, primarily by renovating their facades and paving their
roofs and yards.
The facades had been upgraded, but the exteriors show extensive wear, and they have
not been put into productive use (photos F.2–F.4). The field visit found that some rooms
are being used as storage facilities by nearby artisans; in one, a makeshift door has been
mounted on a preexisting stone doorframe, creating a separate apartment of sorts that
was used by squatters and migrant workers. The complexes are neither visitor-friendly
nor readily amenable to reuse for productive or income-generative purposes, as some
other neighboring houses had been.
Photos F.2, F.3, and F4. Rehabilitated Architectural Complexes

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.
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For example, neighboring Beit Aziz is a tourist destination that houses a popular
restaurant and several boutique hotel rooms (photos F.5 and F.6). This property was
previously developed by MOTA and is leased to a private operator (who has
subsequently applied for US Agency for International Development [USAID] grants).
However, the owner of Beit Aziz has violated cultural heritage regulations by building a
steel addition onto an existing heritage structure.
Photos F.5 and F.6. Beit Aziz

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.

The constraint on putting the complexes into productive use is their ownership status.
The sale and transfer of the property was not a condition of the effectiveness of the
World Bank loan or the facade investment activities. The aim of the historical complex
restoration activities was to contribute to their adaptive use, including to ensure their
sustainable preservation. Meetings with several officials confirmed that it was inefficient
to have upgraded the facades before working out property ownership and handover
arrangements. In fact, the upgrading of the facades has made it more difficult for the
municipality and MOTA to engage because the value of the properties has risen owing
to the World Bank investment. Some complexes are jointly owned by several members
of a family, most of whom reside outside of As-Salt. Transactions are difficult, but many
of these owners are also neglecting the properties and violating the cultural heritage
laws regarding investment and maintenance.

Creating the New Saha City Hub and Rehabilitating the Great Mosque of AsSalt
The project planned to create a new Saha City Hub, a mixed-use public space dedicated
to social gatherings, leisure, and entertainment, and to rehabilitate the nearby Great
Mosque of As-Salt.
To allow for the development of the City Hub, three intrusive and unused government
buildings were torn down. The plaza itself was then rehabilitated and developed into an
open space, which would serve as a popular gathering and entertainment space; for
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instance, it served as a stage for evening music and theater during the month of
Ramadan, during which people often prefer to spend the evenings outdoors. The plaza
was rehabilitated and paved, with amphitheater-style stairs built on one side (photo F.7).
Seven shops were built into the square, three of which are currently used: a restaurant, a
barbershop, and a popular café. However, these are businesses with little relation to
tourism. Staircases were built that lead to the streets above and the rehabilitated
Ottoman heritage complexes (photo F.8).
Photo F.7. Saha City Hub

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.
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Photo F.8. View from Atop City Hub

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.

On the other side of the square stands the Great Mosque of As-Salt. During its
rehabilitation, visually incoherent additions were removed; the mosque itself underwent
extensive rehabilitation, both internally and externally. Shops were created on the
ground floor along the facade of the mosque, whose annual operation fees provide some
limited revenue for the municipality. Also, a new health clinic was set up.
Although the development of these public spaces was achieved, none of the traffic
management or parking aims were achieved. The advice provided to tourists on the
As-Salt Wikivoyage web page aptly reflects the current state of parking in As-Salt: “If
driving, parking is difficult in the narrow streets and you might have to park
dangerously like the locals do.” Both the World Bank and USAID have achieved
successful outcomes in the tourism sector in As-Salt that have driven tourist numbers up
in this culturally important city. But not enough has been done to mitigate the resulting
negative effects of traffic and congestion for the local population.
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City Profile: Jerash
Background
The archaeological site of Jerash boasts a unique history. The site hosts the most
complete Roman city outside of Italy, including the temples of Zeus and Artemis and
the ancient hippodrome that still occasionally hosts mock races and gladiator fights
(photo F.9 and map F.3). The eastern side, across the now-dry riverbed (now called the
Golden Valley), is a modern city that traces its origins to the late 19th century when
Circassian families moved to the area and founded the city within the ancient city walls.
The only remains of the Roman city on the eastern side of the city is the Eastern Baths
complex. Even with a poverty rate of 6.8 percent—one of the lowest in the country—
Jerash’s economy remains dependent on tourism, which is highly underexploited for
further private sector development and income generation. Its agricultural sector is in
decline, but the region remains an important producer of olives, olive oil, and grapes.
The city hosts several culturally relevant national and international events, including the
annual labneh, grape, and olive festivals, and the world-renowned Jerash Festival for
Culture and Arts, ongoing since 1981.
Photo F.9. Roman Ruins in Jerash

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of
Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.
Note: One of Jordan’s primary tourist destinations, Jerash
is known for its uniquely conserved Roman temples and
ruins. Jerash is an economically dynamic and culturally
rich city, which remains disconnected from the
archaeological site—an important missed opportunity
for the city’s inhabitants and private sector. The projects
conducted in Jerash targeted the development of the
urban core, and improving connectivity between the two
halves of the city.

Map F.3. Central Jerash

Source: Open Street Maps; World Bank 2019.
Note: The blue line denotes the site visit path taken by the
Independent Evaluation Group based on a mapping of
activities planned by the project. The site visits paths were
constructed to assess and discuss both (i) planned and
implemented, and (ii) planned and canceled investments. The
annotated locations denote the urban infrastructure
improvements conducted as part of the project. The
investments and urban planning components of the project
were discussed at length with the mayor, regional
representatives of the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities,
and with senior members of the municipality, including senior
engineers who were charged with overseeing the World Bank
project at the municipal level, in addition to other local
stakeholders.
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Summary of Project Activities
The complexity of Jerash stems from its complete separation of the archaeological site,
which lies to the west of the Golden Valley and adjacent Wasfy Al-Tal Street, from the
urban city core to the east. Visitors, often in town for half a day, enter the archaeological
park from its southern entrance, going through a tourist market containing several
souvenir shops, a café, and a post office, to the ticket office; for most visitors, this will be
their only interaction with vendors and economic actors in Jerash. Following their visit,
tourists exit through the same route to reach the car and bus park. Access from the
archaeological site to the city itself is made additionally complicated by the dearth of
connections across the Golden Valley, the area between the site and the city. This lack of
connections requires tourists to exit the archaeological site from its southern entrance (as
the site’s northern entrance is sealed to visitors) and walk or drive for more than a mile
to reach the city. A more amenable path would take tourists across the South Bridge,
situated across the Decumanus (the main street) at roughly the middle of the
archaeological park, and directly into the city center.
As such, the project was designed taking into consideration the dual complexity and
opportunity of a popular tourist site wholly disconnected from the urban core. The
project sought to establish physical and economic connections and create an integration
between the two halves of the city. This would be done by facilitating the crossing from
the archaeological site to the city, through rationalizing the pedestrian crossing into the
city from the southern bridge, and by upgrading the city streets to make them more
practical for its inhabitants and hospitable for visitors, allowing easier access into the
central retail hubs of Jerash.
The first layer of the project focused on urban planning and management. This included
the upgrading, rationalization, and beautification of primary, secondary, and tertiary
streets in the city core; landscaping critical junctions in the city; and redesigning streets
and sidewalks in the main commercial streets of the city. In addition, the project also
included the rehabilitation and cleaning of facades along the upgraded primary streets.
To complement this, a second layer provided for the development of a new traffic and
parking management plan, the installation of six new parking meters, and the
development of a parking building and multifunctional facility.
The third layer focused on physical connectivity between the two parts of the city. This
included the demolition of three buildings in the valley, which were obstructions and
vulnerable to floods and landslides; the rationalization of the pedestrian crossing
leading from the archaeological site to the South Bridge, to allow for a smoother and
safer physical transition; the landscaping and restoration of the valley (Wadi) urban
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corridor; and the completion of the renewal project of the Eastern Baths node, the only
Roman ruins site on the east of the valley.

The Archaeological Site of Jerash—The Handicraft Village
The project, and other donors such as USAID, envisioned a complete reorientation of the
Jerash touristic experience, beginning with the reorientation of the entrance. The
archaeological city is entered through a single point at the southern end of the park.
Entering the site requires tourists to wind their way through the “handicraft village,”
which includes several shops and a café (photos F.10 and F.11). Much of what is on offer
in the shops is made overseas, with Indian and Chinese products featuring prominently;
very few tourist items were made in Jerash itself. The current layout is confusing, and
there is no signage or information about the archaeological site. The ticket sales and
guide stands are far from this area, and admission does not include the viewing of the
ancient hippodrome.
Photos F.10 and F.11. Souvenir Vendors at the Entrance of the Tourist Site

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.

But the political economy challenges associated with the reorientation of the entrance
appear to have been insurmountable. Projects (World Bank, USAID) have attempted to
reorient the entrance by building a visitor center (USAID), a new ticket booth, and a
guide stand (World Bank). But, owing to the intransigence of an influential set of actors,
the entrance was never reoriented, and the investments appear to be massively
underused, especially the USAID-financed visitor center. Interviews revealed that it is
mainly used for the restroom; a visit revealed that there were no English translation
services within it.
The vendor issue is a symbolic one. It exemplifies what did and did not work in many of
the archaeological sites visited. It is also is a political economy issue that requires
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political economy analysis and interventions to address the constraints identified. It is a
soft-skill issue that requires analyzing incentives and behavior.
Interviews with the vendors indicated that
•

The project anticipated the ability to move the vendors into the site, and to
organize them in a way that elevated the heritage, and that is more conducive to
gaining recognition as a UNESCO World Heritage site. The project moved the
ticket sales booth away from the handicraft village to try to reorient the entrance
around the booth, the USAID-financed visitor center, and the guide stall. But this
was so strongly contested by the vendors that the ticket sales booth was
eventually pulled back to the end of the village, although another booth was left
at the reoriented site to check visitors’ tickets before they proceeded into the
ruins.

•

The vendors refused to move because they could not afford to pay the
commissions of the tour guides. Tour guides receive a cut of each sale when the
guide brings the tourist to the vendor. (Indeed, even the private driver assigned
for this assessment attempted to get in on the business by claiming he needed to
use the rest stop at each emporium.) This is connected to a larger narrative in the
country concerning the monopolization of many of the tourism activities, such as
the large emporiums working with the few bus companies, which has also
prevented other transport options from emerging. The emporiums dot the path
of the major sites (Petra, Aljoun, the Dead Sea, and so on) on the major bus tour
routes, which to date have been the main mode of tourism in the country.

The South Entrance
The project tried to reorient the entrance to the archaeological site to create a connection
between the site and parts of the city’s heritage that have thus far been unexploited in
the city center, especially the Eastern Baths and the old medina. These bits of heritage
were cut off from the archaeological site by road construction many years ago. The
project installed a new gate at the site, a guardhouse, a traffic light, a pedestrian
crosswalk, a traffic button, and a speed bump to slow traffic.
However, at the time of the visit, the gate was locked, the guardhouse appeared in
disrepair (and there was no guard), and the traffic light was not functioning. Citizens
had complained that the crosswalk and the light were slowing down traffic and that the
crosswalk was unnecessary because the entrance had never really been put into use
(photos F.12–F.16). This was a significant finding because the crosswalk was
foundational to achieving the envisioned connectivity.
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Photos F.12, F.13, F.14, F.15, and F.16. Closed Crosswalk at South Entrance

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.

Summary Findings
Both the site visits and the multiple interviews held with Jerash officials, MOTA, former
project staff, and other relevant stakeholders in donor agencies suggest that the
following summary findings should be explored as part of the wider evaluation:
•

The project was too complex. The cultural heritage intervention should have
focused on a small site, such as the area around the Eastern Baths, including its
connectivity and on-site management. For example, in the second tourism
project, the activities were much more focused on the castle plaza, including site
management.

•

Site management on the eastern side does not exist.

•

Urban activities should have focused on urban management in a piecemeal
way, dealing not only with the infrastructure but also enforcement and
municipal capacity. An urban study of Jerash by Scott Wilson that was discussed
with, but not shared with the team, included urban regeneration activities. The
study recommendations were adequate in theory, but the main issue is that (i)
improvements in Jerash need to start at a small scale because the interventions
are taking place in a living city, and (ii) there is no public transportation system.

The Terrace and the South Bridge
The extension of the South Decumanus, the main east-west axis of the Roman town, is
the South Bridge (there is also a North Bridge, currently in ruins). The bridge is the most
logical connection on foot between the archaeological site and the urban core. But the
connection has been interrupted at the disused pedestrian crossing connecting the
archaeological site to the South Bridge.
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This section features a terrace that was designed as an overlook, with kiosks and food
stalls intended to attract touristic investments (photos F.17–F.19). The terrace was
developed to entice tourists to exit through the south entrance, cross the road, (or arrive
by car), and use the South Bridge to visit the rest of the heritage sites, including the
Roman Eastern Baths and ultimately the restored medina. But the site is in disrepair.
There is no site management, and none of the envisioned investments have materialized.
According to the municipality, this connection has not been effective owing to a lack of
agreement between MOTA and the municipality on how to manage the handover,
including agreement on who will pay for maintenance. The blighted area appears to
have been left unattended by the municipality to force MOTA’s hand or vice versa.
Photos F.17, F.18, and F.19. The Terrace Overlooking Jerash

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.

The plan was accompanied by the addition of a large parking site, which is also not
being used. A retaining wall along the terrace seems to be effectively performing its
intended function of preventing landslides and erosion (photos F.20 and F.21).
Photos Bridge F.20 and F.21. The Retaining Wall and Additional Parking Site
Adjacent to the South Bridge

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.
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The Eastern Baths and Plaza
The Eastern Baths, the only Roman ruins site on the eastern side of the valley, are
located past the bridge and immediately to the north. They are in a less-than-admirable
state, and the baths site is poorly marked, with no explanatory plaques such as those
seen in the archaeological park. The baths appear to suffer the misfortune of being far
from the primary attraction, thereby attracting very few visitors.
The baths site overlooks an imposing plaza (photo F.21). Once an informal bus station
that has been relocated north, the plaza was renovated into a pedestrian space as part of
the tourism project. The aim was to serve as a city meeting point and a public open
space; it has hosted municipal events, religious and city celebrations, and public
lectures.
Photo F.22. Renovated Plaza between the Eastern Baths and South Bridge

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.
Note: In addition to being a new communal space, the renovated plaza serves as a convenient football pitch for the town
children.

Commercial City Streets
Several of the city’s primary and secondary streets have been upgraded, with sidewalks
and parking bays installed, notably along Wasfy Al-Tal, King Abdullah, and Bab
Amman Streets (photo F.23). In addition, the municipal square and the Wasfy Al-Tal–
King Abdullah junctions were landscaped. The planned rehabilitation and cleaning of
facades were canceled; there is no evidence that these were later completed by the
government.
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The municipality has chosen not to renew the permits of several shops it deemed should
not be on the city’s touristic path, such as butchers and greengrocers, which were then
relocated; informal vendors are regularly removed from the main roads (photos F.23
and F.24). We observed a new informal greengrocers’ market off of a secondary street.
Furthermore, shops deemed to represent a nuisance, such as blacksmith and carpentry
shops, are to be relocated to dedicated artisan workshops outside of the historic city
center. Only professions and businesses on a list predetermined by the municipality will
be allowed to operate downtown.
Photo F.23. Upgraded Sidewalks and Traffic Photo F.24. Relocated Markets
Congestion

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren
Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.
Note: Particular attention has been given to the rationalization
and beautification of sidewalks.

Source: Non–World Bank photographs: ©Lauren Kelly.
Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further
permission required for reuse.
Note: A newly established vegetable market off a
secondary road for vendors who have been removed by
the municipality.

Nonetheless, most streets remain of little appeal to visitors; they are dominated by
grocery stores, used shoe and clothing shops, and workshops. On Bab Amman Street,
several of the upgraded and widened sidewalks appear to have been ripped up,
restoring parts of the street to its preproject width and leaving sidewalks barely wide
enough for a pedestrian. According to shopkeepers on the street, segments have been
removed by the municipality, whereas others have been removed by the vendors
themselves. In the words of the mayor, the municipality removed the sidewalk “based
on popular demand.”
The old municipal square in the northern half of the city was also rehabilitated. It now
serves as an informal meeting point for the city’s foreign workers.
Stakeholder interview selection rationale. In Jerash, the stark division between the
archaeological site—whose revenues go to MOTA—and the city is reflected in the
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challenging relationship between MOTA and the municipality. For instance, as of the
field visit, the project had not formally been handed over from MOTA to the
municipality. The city has refused to take over and endorse a project it felt insufficiently
consulted on and given oversight of. This has important consequences, such as the
municipality being unable, according to the mayor, to conduct maintenance work on the
project. The city is entirely off the habitual tourist route; therefore, tour operators,
mainly foreign, have an important influence on whether their tour groups go through
the city at all. Tour operators have been invited to sign a memorandum of
understanding with MOTA to create a tourist route through the city. Tourism industry
workers, including handicrafts and antiquities vendors, have proven to be influential by
successfully lobbying MOTA to ensure tourists pass through the antiquities village and
forcing the relocation of the ticket booth at the archaeological park.

City Profile: Karak
Background
The medieval hilltop city of Karak, situated in west Jordan 140 kilometers south of the
capital, is believed to have originated about 1200 BC. Its immediate surroundings are
home to 110,000 people, who rely on the city center for commercial and business needs.
Only 82 people are estimated to be employed in the tourism sector in Karak, reflecting
the small contribution of the sector to the local economy ( https://www.mota.gov.jo/
Default.aspx) The primary attraction of Karak is its crusader castle, which was built in
1142 (photo F.25 and map F.4). However, the whole city, built within the medieval city’s
uniquely conserved ramparts, is a living historical monument.
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Photo F.25. Karak Castle

Map F.4. Central Karak

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren
Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.
Note: View of Karak Castle and its ramparts, which dominate
the city from the southern side. Almost the whole city of
Karak is built within the 12th-century city wall, making it a
unique medieval city in the region. Although the castle is
close to the urban core, castle visitors do not venture into the
city, which has little to offer in terms of tourist services,
shopping, and accommodation.

Source: Open Street Maps; IEG 2019.
Note: The blue line denotes the site visit path taken by
the Independent Evaluation Group based on a mapping
of activities planned by the project. The site visit paths
were constructed to assess and discuss both (i) planned
and implemented, and (ii) planned and canceled
investments. The annotated locations denote the urban
infrastructure improvements conducted as part of the
project. The investments and urban planning
components of the project were discussed at length with
the mayor, the regional representative of the Ministry of
Tourism and Antiquities, and with senior members of the
municipality, including senior engineers who were
charged with overseeing the World Bank project at the
municipal level.

Summary of Project Activities
For most tourists, the city of Karak is a brief pit stop on a trip through southern Jordan;
buses drop tourists by the entrance of the primary attraction—the castle—before
shuttling them to lunch or the next tourist destination. Yet the city is rich with a diverse
economy and an urban core that has benefited from various development projects.
These projects have helped rehabilitate its roads, sidewalks, and storefronts, and a long
experience hosting visitors, few as they may be.
The World Bank project aimed to connect the urban core with the tourist site. An
overarching aim was to encourage better integration of the archaeological site into the
city’s economy, being aware of the proximity of the main commercial thoroughfare to
the castle and the city’s topography. A key component was the creation of a tourist trail
that would take visitors through the trading heart of the city and past several of its
landmarks, including the Al-Omari Mosque and the joun tower, and ending at a
planned tourist bus station where a municipal bus station stood. The project was
designed in alignment with Karak’s City Revitalization Pact, signed in 2005 by the
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Ministry of Planning and International Cooperation, MOTA, the Ministry of Municipal
Affairs, the governorate of Karak, and the Greater Karak municipality. The pact
identified a revitalization program based on the three pillars of regulatory reforms,
physical rehabilitation, and capacity building. The components of the project were
developed to create opportunities for connection, for local business development in
tourism and beyond, and to mitigate their eventual downsides, especially because Karak
suffers from traffic congestion that is exacerbated by urban and tourist transportation.
The project was designed around a layered approach of improvements, beginning with
a set of anchor investments centered on urban planning and management. These
included the targeted upgrading of streets in the city core, with an emphasis on the
stormwater drainage system, and detailed landscaping and rationalization of the eastern
city access. This was to be complemented by the redevelopment and refurbishment of
the bus station as a mixed-use compound including new, clean, small-scale
multipurpose commercial facilities, the construction of a new multipurpose, multistory
commercial building and car park, and the development of a new traffic and parking
management plan to alleviate road congestion in the urban core and mitigate potential
congestion caused by the reduction of parking spaces in the first set of improvements.
In this first layer, investments with a strong focus on heritage development and
preservation included the creation of a new pedestrian-safe trail between Karak Castle
and the bus station, the rehabilitation of parts of the old city wall close to the trail, the
rehabilitation of the historic Old Eastern Gate, and the renovation and preservation of
select heritage buildings through adaptive reuse. Also planned was the creation of the
Karak City Gateway, a wall-view panoramic walk stretching along the walls, including
the reconstruction of a demolished portion of the city walls.

Creating a Connection between the Castle and the Urban Core
A pedestrian-safe trail was needed between Karak Castle and the bus station. King
Hussein Street is clear at first, with a visible and walkable path. However, it becomes
more difficult to navigate as the road progresses; pedestrians are ultimately unable to
compete with vendors and their wares and are forced to navigate alongside cars
(photos F.26 and F.27).
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Photos F.26 and F.27. Navigating King Hussein Street

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.

A heritage trail, marked by a red brick line on the pavement, was designed by the
project to lead tourists from the castle, through the city center—with views of several
historical landmarks along the way, such as the Al-Omari Mosque and three of the city
wall towers—to a bus terminal. The project included a plan to convert a municipal bus
station into a multipurpose, multistory commercial building and car park to host both
intercity and tourist bus traffic.
However, the operation of the trail faced several challenges. Although one end of the
trail is at Karak Castle, there is no signage for the trail there. Visitors need to find—or
inquire about—the trail on their own, 100 meters or so from the castle.
The main commercial street appears calm at first, with several shuttered stores on the end
closest to the castle. Some shopkeepers reportedly attempted to set up tourism-related shops
here (souvenirs, food and beverages, and so on) but were not successful.
Progressing north then eastward, the street—and the sidewalks—get busier. The trail
intermittently disappears, and segments of the sidewalks are hidden under the bustle of
the market or were removed or redone. It becomes very difficult and discouraging to
follow the trail, especially without proper marking of notable sights.
As such, the trail does not achieve its goal. Even if tourists had the time to venture out
into the city before returning to their drop-off–pick-up point in front of the castle, they
are unlikely to venture past the initial quieter segment of the commercial road and
would be unaware of the existence of interesting sights and landmarks down the path.
Karak citizens recognize this; therefore, there are few shops that would be attractive to
tourists found beyond the immediate vicinity of the castle.
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Upgrading Urban Infrastructure within the Historic City Core
In addition to the creation of the pedestrian trail, a primary component of the project
was an upgrading of the city core’s urban infrastructure. An anchor investment would
naturally encourage and facilitate economic activity related to and benefiting from the
tourism and cultural heritage industry.
This included the upgrading of city streets and sidewalks, building a stormwater
drainage system, and developing the city’s eastern access along the streets running the
length of the city’s eastern walls. These goals were achieved and surpassed:
86,330 square meters of primary, secondary, and tertiary roads were upgraded
compared with an original goal at project appraisal of 60,130 square meters, 2 million
square meters of landscaped areas versus a target of 4,650 square meters, and
2,330 meters of pedestrian trail versus a target of 1,950 meters.
However, the upgraded urban infrastructure was not always used as planned. For
example, shops encroached on the wider sidewalks originally meant to allow for a better
pedestrian experience, and are used as expanded storefronts and additional shop space
(photos F.29 and F.30). Informal vendors also set up shop on the sidewalks. The
remaining passage for pedestrians seems to narrow as one proceeds north. Veering off
the main King Hussein Street, the sidewalks and the parking bays have been taken over
by vendors, so cars have to park farther onto the street itself, and pedestrians have to
weave among cars to navigate the street.
Photo F.29 and F.30. Widened Sidewalks near the Karak Castle

Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.
Note: Congestion around the Saladin intersection is a regular sight.

Vehicular congestion in the city, most notably on the main commercial roads, is a
common complaint of inhabitants and visitors alike. The congestion is, in part, owing to
municipal urban road reforms. For instance, the previous municipal council of Karak
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(which sits the transitional phase between mayoral elections) removed the key Saladin
roundabout and its eponymous statue located at the vital intersection of King Hussein
and Al-Omari Mosque Streets (where the heritage trail used to cut through). The
roundabout was replaced with a triangular island, which was meant to discourage
informal vendors. Unfortunately, it was poorly designed and exacerbated traffic; buses,
in the words of one vendor, “would take several minutes trying to maneuver the turn”
(photo F.31).
Photo F.31. Congestion at the Saladin Intersection

Source: Non–World Bank photographs: ©Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission
required for reuse.
Note: Congestion around the Saladin intersection is a regular sight.

Landscaping and Rationalization of the Eastern Access
Farther outside the commercial core, the eastern city access, with a now better-marked
pedestrian trail, runs along unencumbered roads past medieval towers and a renovated
bridge. Some landscaping was done along this road and the mountain foothill it
overlooks. This sizable stretch of the heritage trail runs alongside an unshaded and hilly
road; the experience is more akin to walking along a highway than following a city trail.
It also ends at the municipal bus station, which currently offers little appeal to
pedestrian visitors (photos F.31 and F.32).
The rehabilitation of the bus station, originally planned but subsequently canceled, was
meant to complement this offering and allow for improved tourist access. It was hoped
that the station would become the primary drop-off–pick-up point for tourists, who
could either walk or use a shuttle bus service (that the municipality would provide) to
visit and explore the city sights.
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Photos F.31 and F.32. Eastern Access Trail and Bus Station

Source: Non–World Bank photographs: ©Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission
required for reuse.
Note: The Tourism Trail along the eastern roads of the city ends at the municipal bus station.

Plans
In 2018, Karak signed a twinning agreement with France’s medieval city of Carcassonne, a
UNESCO World Heritage site since 1997. Official delegations from each city have visited
the other to explore cooperation in heritage preservation, tourism, and agriculture.
Because of its similarity in design and state of conservation—each hilltop city boasts a
castle, a largely intact wall, and seven towers around its circumference—Karak considers
Carcassonne’s experience in heritage conservation and tourism development as a model to
emulate (the mayor of Karak even has a three-dimensional model of Carcassonne that he
was given on his visit to that city). In a bid for consideration for inclusion in the UNESCO
World Heritage list, Karak is considering upgrading the city’s heritage sites, including
investments and architectural projects, and removing buildings adjacent to the city walls.
Consequently, much of the urban upgrading planned by the Karak municipality will go
toward the goal of achieving success similar to that of Carcassonne, which welcomes over
2 million visitors every year.
Stakeholder interview selection rationale. In Karak, the project seeks to affect economic
actors in the city, with an emphasis on the tourism and cultural heritage industry. The latter
is too small to have much influence on the development of the project, and other economic
actors do not appear to have much influence. The Karak Development Corporation, a civil
society organization and a long-term partner of the municipality, has had an important
influence on some projects in the city, most notably the panoramic walk and a sound-andlight show installed there. However, because this project did not go into operation and is
being handed over to the municipality, its influence will be waning. MOTA is among the
most influential actors, along with the Karak municipality.
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City Profile: Madaba
Background
Renowned for its intricate mosaics and Byzantine churches, the city of Madaba, 35
kilometers from the capital Amman, is a popular visiting spot at the beginning or end of
a Jordanian tour Its notable sites include the sixth-century Map of Madaba (photo F.33
and map F.5), a mosaic uncovered in the Church of St. George that shows Jerusalem and
other holy sites of the region; the Shrine of the Beheading of St. John the Baptist; an
archaeological park; and the Madaba Museum. Mount Nebo is a mere 10 kilometers
northwest of the city. Madaba is also a Catholic titular see. The governorate of Greater
Madaba is home to 204,300 people, approximately 75 percent of whom live in the city of
Madaba and its surrounding villages. Madaba is a manufacturing city that serves this
large population, and half its companies employ one or two people. It also has an
important informal sector, with a strong representation of female economic agents,
focused on food products, handicrafts, and various traditional and modern services
(World Bank 2007, 56).
Photo F.33. Madaba Mosaic Map
(detail), St. George Church, Madaba

Map F.5. Central Madaba

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of
Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.
Note: This mosaic dates from the sixth century,
rediscovered in 1886. Madaba, the mosaic city, boasts
a long tradition of the art, with hundreds of mosaics
from the fifth to the seventh century scattered around
the city’s homes and public buildings. It remains to
this day a renowned center of production of mosaics.
Through boasting better tourism infrastructure than
most, Madaba still struggles to integrate its small
tourism and cultural heritage sectors with the city’s
economy.

Source: Open Street Maps; World Bank 2019.
The blue line denotes the site visit path taken by the
Independent Evaluation Group based on a mapping of activities
planned by the project. The site visit paths were constructed to
assess and discuss both (i) planned and implemented, and (ii)
planned and canceled investments. The annotated locations
denote the primary urban infrastructure improvements
conducted as part of the project. The investments and urban
planning components of the project were discussed at length
with the municipality, representatives of the Ministry of Tourism
and Antiquities, and with senior members of the municipality,
including senior engineers who were charged with overseeing
the World Bank project at the municipal level.
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Madaba wishes to establish itself as a national touristic center at the heart of several
themed trails, including religious, therapeutic, heritage, cultural, and adventure trails.
Despite its potential, the tourism industry remains limited. An estimated 489 people
work in tourism in the city, which attracts only 0.9 percent of all overnight stays in the
country (MOTA, see https://www.mota.gov.jo/Default.aspx).

Summary of Project Activities
Madaba has a comparatively excellent tourist infrastructure, with a clear heritage trail,
multiple well-maintained archaeological and historic sites, and a host of shops and
activities designed for tourists. The city of Madaba has also proven creative in marketing
and presenting itself as a crossroads for a wide variety of tourist trails and routes,
spanning from religious to therapeutic tourism, which would originate or go through
Madaba. Yet Madaba’s proximity to the capital, Amman, has meant that few visitors
consider staying overnight. The city receives fewer visitors than several others included
in this project, such as Jerash but also fewer than the other main tourist site in the same
governorate, Mount Nebo.
The key objectives of the project for Madaba were to revitalize the historic core and
improve the overall quality of the urban environment (World Bank 2007, 58). This would
be done through a combination of investments and regulatory interventions. The city
revitalization would help improve livability in the historic core, fostering preservation of
heritage assets and creating the necessary conditions to enable local economic
development.
The third tourism project focused on the rehabilitation of primary, secondary, and
tertiary roads, either overlapping or immediately adjacent to the main tourist routes. It
also focused on developing and landscaping some of the most attractive destinations in
the city.
Designed around a layered approach of improvements, the project first laid down anchor
investments in city management, including the upgrading of primary, secondary, and
tertiary streets in the city core, those in or immediately adjacent to tourist trails, and the ring
road around it. It also included the rehabilitation of facades in the primary streets, and
detailed landscaping and rationalization of the Church of St. George (Church of the Map)
node, a prime tourist location. The project targeted the upgrading of 5,500 square meters of
primary streets, 49,530 square meters of secondary streets, and 19,765 square meters of
tertiary streets, in addition to extensive landscaping. In addition, the plan included the
functional upgrading of the old bus station.
Next, the plan sought to develop more touristic opportunities and sites. This included
the development of a new leisure park in the city core, which was ultimately canceled,
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and the rehabilitation and adaptive reuse of a historic Ottoman building, Al-Saraya.
Finally, the plan provided for an organizational reform layer through the development
and implementation of a new traffic and parking management plan, which would have
seen the introduction of six parking meters to the city.
The first layer was successfully accomplished, with most of its projects implemented (save
for the upgrading of the old bus station, which was done by the municipality); however,
the following ones were met with less success. The leisure park was canceled, and
although the Al-Saraya rehabilitation was accomplished and the building was included on
the city’s heritage trail, it was closed indefinitely at the time of visit.
This effort, in conjunction with that of other agencies, created greater opportunity for
local entrepreneurs and economic agents, who find tourists at their doorstep. Yet too
few of those tourists actually cross that doorstep; traders in Madaba refer to its visitors
as “running tourists” because of the pace they must keep during the precious few hours
they spend in the city before moving on to the next. Thus, an additional constraint—
effectively unaddressed in the course of this project—is the organizational complexity of
working with tourists and their operators to allow for additional time and shopping
opportunities within the city.

Improving City Management and Urban Infrastructure
Road upgrades. Primary, secondary, and tertiary streets were upgraded, and the ring
road surrounding the city core (photos F.34–F.36). These roads included primary roads
along the heritage path, which is marked with a red brick line for visitors. It also
included secondary and tertiary roads immediately adjacent to the path. Output
indicators were, in aggregate, largely surpassed.
Photos F.34, F.35, and F.36. Renovated Sidewalks Used for Retail and Parking and the
Touristic Path

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.
Note: On the left, normal and informal shops take advantage of expanded sidewalks to exhibit their wares. In the center,
cars are parked on the sidewalks of secondary streets rather than a nearby parking lot. On the right, renovated sidewalks have a
bold red line for the heritage trail.
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Opinions varied about the impact of the urban infrastructure reform project. Some
shopkeepers pointed at the diminishing area for roadside parking, which they say hurt
their business. Informal vendors appreciated the wider sidewalk area to display their
wares; some formal shops set up sidewalk stalls. As for shoppers, some said that they
appreciated the wider sidewalks, and had no problem parking farther down the road
and shopping on foot; however, others, especially those from out of town, expressed
discomfort at walking even a few minutes.
Unlike other cities, Madaba had a number of viable parking lots, including both
municipal (free) and private (paid) ones. Yet, in many secondary and tertiary streets,
cars were found parked directly on sidewalks despite the presence of a parking lot less
than 100 meters away. This impression was corroborated in formal meetings in which
our interlocutors agreed there was a behavioral impediment to the full adoption of the
project. Inhabitants of those streets suggested that installing bollards would prevent
parking on sidewalks; some shopkeepers had already begun to install makeshift ones.
Parking meters, which were to be installed as part of the now-canceled traffic and
parking management plan, did not seem to be favored by city inhabitants, who
expressed doubts over the enforceability of the rules and of the municipality’s ability or
willingness to implement traffic rules.
Landscaping and rationalization of the Church of the Map node. Perhaps the most
visited site in the city of Madaba, the Church of St. George, also known as the Church of
the Map because of the sixth-century Byzantine mosaic map it contains, is also located at
one of the primary gateways into the city (photo F.37).
The landscaping and rationalization saw the development of the area in front of and
near the church. The renovated streets, sidewalks, and parking bays; installation of
bollards to prevent cars parking on the sidewalk; and landscaping of the area were
noted on the visit.
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Photo F.37. Entrance to the Church of the Map

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.
Note: Project rationalization shows the renovation, the red brick heritage trail, and bollards in front of the Church of the
Map.

Renovating the old bus station. The old bus station, slated to be renovated by the
project (this was eventually canceled and taken over by the government), appeared to
help alleviate some congestion in the city. Offering intra- and intercity transportation,
the station was temporarily displaced during the works but returned to its original
location (photo F.38).
The station offers a centralized transportation hub for locals and inhabitants of
neighboring villages, notably students, because of the direct buses from the station to the
region’s universities. Bus drivers and passengers expressed their satisfaction with the
work conducted and the proximity of the station to the center of the city.
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Photo F.38. Bus Station After Renovation

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.

Renovating Heritage Sites
The project included the rehabilitation and adaptive reuse of the historic Saraya
building. At the time of visit, a sign marked its location, just 20 meters away, on the
other side of a wooden fence that had been recently installed (photos F.39 and F.40).
However, it was closed and unreachable, and the contact numbers advertised on the
sign had been disconnected. Neighbors said that the building had been closed for at
least two years and was rumored to be under renovation for imminent reopening.
Photos F.39 and F.40. Saraya Building

Source: © Lauren Kelly. Used with the permission of Lauren Kelly. Further permission required for reuse.
Note: Dar Al-Saraya, a 19th-century Ottoman security building, was rehabilitated for adaptive reuse. It housed a
photography gallery, a restaurant, a gift shop, and an outdoor viewing area. While the infrastructure remains, IEG
found the establishment to be closed at the time of the mission.
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Appendix G. Tripadvisor Analysis
As input into the Jordan Cultural Heritage and Urban Development Project Performance
Assessment Report, the Independent Evaluation Group (IEG) cataloged and analyzed 2,545
discrete comments provided by 1,821 reviews of touristic experiences in the archaeological
sites of Jerash, Karak, and Madaba, published between July 2006 and July 2019 (the data are
available on request). The work was commissioned to gather perceptions from a larger
population about the touristic experiences that the World Bank and other donors had
supported during the project. The findings are considered in the overall text of the IEG
review with other qualitative data collected.
Overall, the analysis of the reviews reveals the following:
•

Tourists find the Jerash archaeological site visit experience to be
overwhelmingly positive. Other data collected by the evaluation point to the
World Bank’s contribution in partnership with the government of Jordan to
putting Jerash on the map. Tourism has increased significantly in Jerash; the
reviews presented in table G.1 begin to appear between 2011 and 2012.

•

However, site management in Jerash could be improved, as indicated by
comments about waste management, maintenance, and signage. The need for
improved site management was a topic of discussion between IEG and the
touristic operator hired by IEG to conduct the archaeological site visit. The need
for site management in Jerash is especially acute in the renovated city center.

Table G.1. Jerash: Most Frequent Tripadvisor Comments
Jerash Tripadvisor Review Comments

Total

Positive

Impressive or interesting (architecture, structure, and so on)

652

Well-preserved

516

Good guide service (informal)

222

Impressed by historical significances (crusader fort)

139

Fun entertainment: music, dance, restaurants

59

Good signage

47

Beautiful landscape or panoramic view

28

Safe

10

Accessible by public transportation (bus, taxi, and so on)

6

Convenient parking

3

Convenient parking location

3

Clean

3

Negative
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Jerash Tripadvisor Review Comments

Total

Dirty or littered

29

Lack of signage or site information

27

Harassment or racism

19

Poor maintenance

15

Congestion

13

Corruption and scams

11

Poor guide service

10

Inaccessible for persons with difficulties

9

Not under UNESCO

6

Safety hazards

6

Lack of funding for more excavation or renovation

6

Dirty bathrooms

5

Expensive service (restaurants)

4

No restrooms (inside site)

4

Not impressed

3

Not stroller friendly

3

Difficult route to site

3

Closed museum

2

Source: Tripadvisor. July 18, 2019.
Note: UNESCO = United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization.

•

The Tripadvisor analysis included 1,886 discrete comments provided by tourists
who visited the Jerash ruins between 2006 and 2019 (figure G.1). The analysis
indicates that 97 percent of visitors rated the site as either excellent (80 percent)
or very good (17 percent).

Figure G.1. Jerash: Positive versus Negative Reviews, July 2006 to July 2019
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Source: Tripadvisor. https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g293988-d555313-Reviews-Jerash_RuinsJerash_Jerash_Governorate.html. July 18, 2019.

•

Karak Castle has mixed reviews, similar to the findings of the IEG site
assessment and the associated interviews. Negative comments over the project
implementation period were associated with the lack of maintenance, litter, lack
of signage, and safety hazards (table G.2).

Table G.2. Karak Castle: Most Frequent Tripadvisor Comments, July 2006 to July 2009
Karak Castle Tripadvisor Review Comments

Total

Positive

Beautiful landscape or panoramic view

109

Impressive or interesting (structure, architecture, and so on)

59

Lack of signage and site information

42

Well-preserved

28

Impressed by historical significance (crusader fort)

24

Good guide service (informal)

19

Poor maintenance

28

Not impressed

23

Safety hazards

19

Dirty or littered

12

Corruption and scams

7

Difficult route to site

6

Inconvenient parking location

5

Charged toilet fees

5

Poor guide service

5

Closed museum

5

Congestion

4

Dirty bathrooms

3

Lack of funding for more excavation or renovation

2

Not under UNESCO

1

Lack of access for persons with disabilities

1

Racism or harassment

1

Source: Tripadvisor. https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g293987-d555747-Reviews-Kerak_de_Moab_CastleDead_Sea_Region.html. July 15, 2019.
Note: UNESCO = United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization.

•

The Tripadvisor analysis of 206 reviews included 403 discrete comments
provided by tourists who visited Karak Castle between July 2006 and July 2019;
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63 percent of the comments were positive, and 37 percent were negative
(figure G.2). Some of the most frequent positive observations were that the castle
was beautifully landscaped, had an impressive architectural design, and was
well-preserved. However, a significant number of tourists indicated that there
was a lack of signage, guide materials, or information at the site; the site was
poorly maintained; and there were safety hazards.
Figure G.2. Karak Castle: Positive versus Negative Comments, July 2012 to July 2019
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Source: Tripadvisor. https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g293987-d555747-Reviews-Kerak_de_Moab_CastleDead_Sea_Region.html. July 15, 2019.

•

The Madaba archaeological site is perceived to be a positive experience by
most tourists. Negative responses were mostly associated with the site being less
impressive than others on the touristic map (table G.3).

Table G.3. Madaba Archaeological Park: Most Frequent Tripadvisor Comments, 2011–
19
Madaba Tripadvisor Review Comments

Total

Positive

Impressive or interesting (architecture, structure, and so on)

142

Good guide service (informal)

37

Impressed by historical significance (for example, crusader fort)

29

Well-preserved

21

Negative
Not impressed

15

Poor maintenance

5

Lack of funding for more excavation or renovation

3

Lack of signage or site information

3

Corruption and scams

1

Difficult route to site

1

Poor service

1
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Closed museums

1

Source: Tripadvisor. https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g293989-d1936959-ReviewsMadaba_Archaeological_Park-Madaba_Madaba_Governorate.html. July 13, 2019.

•

The Tripadvisor analysis of 186 reviews included 256 discrete comments
provided by tourists who visited Madaba Archaeological Park between 2011 and
2019 (figure G.3). These reviews indicate that 87 percent of visitors rated the site
as either excellent (36 percent) or very good (51 percent)

Figure G.3. Madaba Archaeological Park: Positive versus Negative Comments, 2011–19
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Figure G.4. Madaba Archaeological Park: Tripadvisor Ratings by Quintile, 2011–19
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Appendix H. List of Persons Consulted
Washington, DC
Name

Position

Organization

Ibrahim Osta

Director, Middle East and North Africa

Chemonics

Rida Baidas

Director, Middle East and North Africa

Chemonics

Malia Asfour

Director, United States

Jordan Tourism Board N. A.

Chief, Institutional Relations and
Partnership Dept./ Special
Representative to the United Nations in
Geneva

World Tourism Organization
(UNWTO)

President

SW Associates

Zoritsa Urosevic

Scott Wayne

Amman
Name

Position

Organization

Secretary-General

Ministry of Tourism and
Antiquities

Secretary-General Assistant, Technical
Affairs

Ministry of Tourism and
Antiquities

Director-General

The Jordan Museum

Managing Director

Baraka

W Insider

W Amman—Abdali

Mohammad E. Alaya

Tour Guide

Jordan Tour Guides Association

Maysa M. Shahateet

Consultant

Heritage and Tourism
Development

Owner

Raami Tours

Issa Gammoh
Ayman Abu-Kharoub
Al-Abadi
Ihab Amarin
Muna Haddad
Moussa Abboud

Raami Manajah

As-Salt
Name

Position

Organization

Mayor

Greater As-Salt Municipality

Zeid Awamlh

Head of Media

Greater As-Salt Municipality

Alaa Alhnaity

Engineer

Greater As-Salt Municipality

Khaldoun Khraist

Director

As-Salt Development
Corporation

Khaled Hussein
Kheshman Al Faouri
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Mahmoud Arabiat

Director of Tourism, As-Salt

Ministry of Tourism

Aseel Hyasat

Research Assistant, As-Salt

Ministry of Tourism

Ibrahim Al Masry

Former Director of Tourism, As-Salt

Ministry of Tourism

Jalal Abou Taleb

Director of Culture, As-Salt

Ministry of Culture

Deputy Director of Culture, As-Salt

Ministry of Culture

Head of Media, As-Salt

Ministry of Culture

Position

Gender

Location

Retired school principal

Male

Al-A’in Square

Retired police officer

Male

Al-A’in Square

Retired civil servant

Male

Al-A’in Square

Shopkeeper

Male

Al-A’in Square

Restaurant manager

Male

Saha City Hub

Shopkeeper

Male

Hammam Street

Tour guide

Male

Al-A’in Square

Tourist

Female

Al-A’in Square

Tourist

Male

Al-A’in Square

Restaurant manager

Male

Al-Hassan bin Talal St.

Café owner

Male

Al-Hassan bin Talal St.

Motasem Alghoshah
Mays Al Kharabsha

Stakeholder Interviews

Madaba
Name

Position

Organization

Jalal Ahmed Almasnda

Executive Manager

Greater Madaba Municipality

Director of Tourism and Heritage Dept.

Greater Madaba Municipality

Director of Radio Programming

Greater Madaba Municipality

Gender

Location

Spanish tour group

Mixed

Visitor center

French tour group

Mixed

Visitor center

Indian tour group

Mixed

Heritage trail

Mosaics shop owner

Female

Heritage trail

Students [aged 17 and
19]

Female

Primary streets (King Talal St.)

Nezar M. Daoud
Abdul Latif Al Azaydha

Stakeholder Interviews
Position
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Jeweler

Male

Primary streets (King Talal St.)

Informal Vendor

Male

Primary streets (King Talal St.)

Clothing shops owners

Male

Tertiary streets (Princess Haya St.)

Young resident couple

Mixed

Tertiary streets (Princess Haya St.)

Tour guide

Male

St. George Church

Giftshop manager

Male

Church of the Beheading

Karak
Name

Position

Organization

Ibrahim Al Karaki

Mayor

Karak Municipality

Zubeida Madadha

Director of Studies and Planning

Karak Municipality

Head of Survey Dept.

Karak Municipality

Director

Ministry of Tourism and
Antiquities

Director of New Karak bus station

Ministry of Interior

Tourism entrepreneur, owner

Falcon Rock Hotel (private
sector)

Front Office and Reservation Manager

Falcon Rock Hotel (private
sector)

Director

Karak Development Corporation
(civil soc.)

Gender

Location

Male

Karak Castle

Tourist

Female

Karak Castle plaza

Tourist

Female

Karak Castle plaza

Tourist

Male

Karak Castle plaza

Barber

Male

King Hussein St.

Cobbler

Female

King Hussein St.

Informal clothes
vendor

Male

King Hussein St

Mobile phone
shopkeeper

Male

King Hussein St.

Kitchenware vendor

Male

King Hussein St.

Spices shop owner

Male

King Hussein St.

Anas Ashour
Shadi Qousous
Mahmoud Sarayer
Mohamed Al Masarwa
Saif Mdanat
Saber Jawazneh

Informal Interviews
Position

Tour bus driver
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Calligrapher

Male

Al-Omari Mosque St.

Jerash
Name

Position

Organization

Mayor

Greater Jerash Municipality

Executive Director

Greater Jerash Municipality

Director of Tourism Department

Greater Jerash Municipality

Director of the Women’s Empowerment
Dept.

Greater Jerash Municipality

Hisham AlBanna

Director of Media

Greater Jerash Municipality

Yousef Zreagat

Member of the Municipal Council

Greater Jerash Municipality

Mazher Hatsuk

Technical Adviser

Greater Jerash Municipality

Feras Khatatbeh

Director of Tourism, Jerash

Ministry of Tourism

Associate Professor, Architecture Dept.

Hashemite University

Ali Qoqazeh
Ali Shouga
Amal Zregat
Amani Ali Al Zoboun

Shatha Abu Khafaja
Abdel-moneam
Hamdan

Stakeholder Interviews
Position

General Tour Guide

Gender

Location

Souvenirs Vendor

Male

Handicrafts village,
Archaeological site

Tour guide

Male

Archaeological site

Tobacco vendor

Male

Bab Amman St.

Tourist

Male

Archaeological site

Formal greengrocer

Male

King Abdullah St.

Informal greengrocer

Male

Informal market off King
Abdullah St.

Spices shop owner

Male

King Abdullah St.

Pharmacist

Male

King Abdullah St.

Petra
Name

Position

Organization

Dr. Suleiman A. D.
Farajat

Chief Commissioner

Petra Development and Tourism
Region Authority (PDTRA)

Moayed Nawaflesh

Duty Manager

Petra Marriott Hotel

Mahmoud A. Asri

Transportation and Tours
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Appendix I. Borrower Comments
Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities (MOTA)
Government of Jordan Response to Draft PPAR CHTUD Project
May 21, 2020
Referring to the letter of his Excellency the Minister of Planning and International
Cooperation No. 5/2/51/2251, dated March 9, 2020, which includes the World Bank
correspondence, dated March 5, 2020, transmitting the draft Project Performance
Assessment Review (PPAR) for the Cultural Heritage, Tourism, and Urban
Development (CHTUD) Project and requesting the government of Jordan’s comments
on the Independent Evaluation Group’s assessment on how the project achieved its
goals in the five cities it targeted—namely, Jerash, Karak, Madaba, As-Salt, and Aljoun.
1. We would first wish to thank the World Bank for sharing the draft PPAR with the
government of Jordan and providing us the opportunity to comment. We also are
grateful for agreeing to a late response due to the current health conditions prevailing in
Jordan and around the world, particularly with some of the officials responsible for the
project having moved on to other jobs or retired.
2. With MOTA being the implementing agency for this project, we have carefully
reviewed the draft PPAR and are providing our feedback knowing full well that the
final document will have implications for parties involved in the project, and the
credibility of the World Bank teams, which worked on this project since its inception.
3. We are surprised at the negative tone of the report, which is in contrast to the World
Bank’s Implementation Completion and Results Report, performed a few months after
the project completion. This document, including the government of Jordan’s
Completion Report concurred on a moderately satisfactory rating, which we believe
should be maintained, as explained below. We question the draft report’s methodology
and thoroughness of data collection, which was performed over a short visit to the
project sites. In contrast, the independent economic impact assessment conducted by
two of the world’s most renowned tourism economists took three months to design its
sample size and makeup, with another month to conduct its survey, so that its authors
had a level of confidence in the assessments they were putting forth. The draft report as
prepared is based on the PPAR team's interpretation of the project development
objective, which does not fully concur with the project’s original objectives nor the
conditions, both political and economic that were prevailing in the field during almost
all of the implementation period. The PPAR mentions urban reforms, which were not
part of the project objective; however, the project achieved a lot of urban works and
created urban areas. But, above all, the PPAR in its current draft fails to reflect the great
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advancement the tourism sector has made, along with improved living conditions, for
the local communities in the five targeted cities, all due to the implementation of
CHTUD in coordination with other donor programs within the overall strategic vision
for the sector that successive governments have developed under the guidance of His
Majesty King Abdullah.
4. We at MOTA were very pleased to receive the PPAR team in Jordan and were happy
to share this very positive learning experience, which, over time, the communities,
municipalities, business owners, and the MOTA team were able to acquire as part of the
implementation of CHTUD. However, the assessing team’s interaction with project
principles was minimal: There was only a 30-minute meeting scheduled with MOTA
Secretary General Mr. Issa Gammoh (who has now moved on to other responsibilities
and is no longer with the ministry), along with Engineer Ayman Abu-Kharoub, the
Assistant Secretary-General. Mr. Shadi Gossous, one of MOTA’s many engineers who
participated in the project, was happy to arrange various meetings in the field for the
mission and provide his experience working on the project; to his surprise, some
information he had provided on Karak (for example) has been misreported in the PPAR.
Other than the half-hour meeting and the interaction with Engineer Shadi, no other
interaction took place with project personnel from the Ministry of Planning and
International Cooperation (MOPIC), nor the executive team of the implementing agency
MOTA.
Moreover, General Secretary Gammoh had specifically requested of the PPAR mission
that they share with him their notes to make sure his views and those of the ministry
had been accurately understood and expressed. The Secretary General had made this
request after the visiting team told him they were on a “courtesy mission to help Jordan
capitalize on the successes of the project.” At no time did any member of the visiting
team suggest in any way to anyone at MOTA that they were conducting an “assessment
mission,” and it was to our great surprise to find out that this, in fact, was as assessment,
only after receiving the draft PPAR from the World Bank.
5. We at MOTA deeply regret and are surprised that the PPAR mission team did not
meet the directors and members of the tourism PMUs in the municipalities where
CHTUD components were implemented, and these units were established in
cooperation with MOTA. We are equally surprised to notice that the Ministry of
Planning and International Cooperation’s performance was rated moderately
unsatisfactory in the PPAR, although no one from the mission met with anyone from
MOPIC during their stay in Jordan. Moreover, MOTA, which is the implementing
agency, was rated moderately satisfactory, but the overall rating of the project still
turned out to be moderately unsatisfactory in the draft PPAR. In addition, we noticed
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that the various World Bank teams associated with the project have not been part of the
PPAR interviews, as is evident from the list provided in appendix H of the PPAR. All
this leads us to suggest that a different methodology for collection of information and
data needed to be followed.
6. However, also evident from appendix H, the mission met with individuals who are
part of organizations working on other components of the Kingdom’s tourism strategy
but funded by other donors. Such input can contribute valuable information to any
assessment, but, in our view, only after a more complete understanding of the overall
vision of the tourism strategy for Jordan to which all those working in the sector operate
within, and which MOTA itself is entrusted in developing and implementing. In-depth
meetings with MOTA, MOPIC, and the World Bank task teams overseeing the project
before meeting with any other secondary partners could have much better informed the
PPAR team.
7. All five municipalities, MOTA, MOPIC, and the Jordanian government at large
greatly benefited from this very important program. The government of Jordan and the
various communities around the country are very grateful to the CHTUD for this
opportunity that contributed to a solid base for our municipal sector and helped fastforward it into modernism in the seven years of implementing this innovative integrated
approach; all this despite all the difficulties that were facing the country and the region
during the project’s implementation period. The project succeeded in providing a model
for the local and central Jordanian authorities to enhance the contribution of heritage
sites and historic city centers to the local economy. This was reflected in the adoption of
Jordan’s Decentralization Law of 2017; MOTA now distributes to these cities direct
support in an amount of one million dinars for each on an annual basis. Five years after
CHUTD completion, each city because of the project, we submit in varying degrees, is
uniquely positioned to receive local, regional, and international visitors and benefit at a
disproportionate rate from other localities that have not had similar projects
implemented.
8. Ajloun: During the period the mission team members spent in Jordan, we also had
hoped that they would set aside some time to visit Ajloun and witness the upgraded
areas around the oldest mosque in Jordan (dating back to approximately 1000 AD); had
they done so, they would have seen firsthand the large areas of rehabilitated streets,
urban works, street lighting, upgrade of shop entrances and facades, and landscaping,
all being executed in the wider periphery of streets surrounding the mosque and those
in and around the commercial center of Ajloun city, and all not accounted for in the
PPAR. Ajloun is famous for its castle, the historic mosque in the city core, along with the
nearby natural reserve. It is an important destination for Jordanians due to of its cultural
and religious significance. It is often visited by the king and it is highly significant in
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terms of local tourism. Ajloun received the largest number of local tourism in 2019 out of
the program launched by MOTA under the name of “Jordan Our Paradise” (Jannah.jo);
85,000 tourists participated throughout Jordan in this program, 65,000 of them opting to
visit Ajloun; this program is supported by the ministry in 40 percent of its cost. In
August of last year, His Majesty the King inaugurated the launching of implementation
of the Cable Car Project and instructed the government to initiate a comprehensive
development plan for the city.
9. Jarash: The challenges the report discusses were present but not a function of project
design or management. For example, Jarash is one of the cities where MOTA was
overseeing and coordinating works from more than one donor; in this case, primarily
the World Bank and USAID. Within this coordinated effort, CHTUD (managed by
MOTA) was tasked with executing the physical works to link the city center with the
archaeological side; USAID, on the other hand, was tasked with building the capacity of
the local community on how to benefit from this new infrastructure to expand the local
economy. Unfortunately, USAID opted to discontinue its effort due to the onset of the
Arab Spring. Another issue was that those locals from Jarash who had established shops
at the main entrance’s artifacts marketplace did not want a second entrance opened so as
not to create competition with them; the PPAR misrepresents this as “bad blood”
between MOTA and the vendors, when in fact it is an issue between two groups of
vendors, both which are Jarash locals. It is to note that CHTUD had upgraded the city
center through rehabilitated infrastructure, shop facades, and the exposing the city’s
historical landmarks.
10. Salt: The project has led to a paradigm shift in the development of the city center
whereby tourist trails were established along the three main streets of the core with
building facades and shop entrances and signs rehabilitated to become attractive for
tourists. Prior to CHTUD, Salt was never a tourist destination; as a direct result of the
project, locals are now tourist-savvy with the establishment of guest houses and
activities the municipality organizes in the World Bank–funded Sahet El Ain.
11. Karak: MOTA is currently completing the components of CHTUD that could not be
implemented within the time frame of the project. The parking at the “Berkeh” location,
as planned and designed by CHTUD (differently named “Karak Gateway” under the
project), is in the bidding stage and being implemented through funding by MOTA &
Decentralization (this information was provided to the PPAR mission team by MOTA
Engineer Shadi Gossous but was not reflected in the draft report). MOTA is also
expanding the linkages between the city center and the archaeological site; it has
acquired a historical building to be used as a bus unloading location from which tourists
can access the site by following the trail that is clearly visible through a segregated color
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in the street tiling. Again, in Karak, MOTA has implemented facades, streets, and
infrastructure upgrades in the city core.
12. Madaba: We are grateful that the PPAR recognized the success of Madaba, where
again distribution of effort was ongoing between the project and USAID under the
oversight of MOTA. In 2016, Madaba became a world city for mosaic stones by the
World Crafts Council and, in 2017, it joined Creative Cities at UNESCO. Dar El Sarayah,
which was rehabilitated by CHTUD and which is operated by MOTA since the works
were completed, is a highly popular destination for tourists, with a new proprietor being
chosen every five years through a competitive bidding process.
13. Operation and Maintenance: The City of Salt won the title of “Distinctive
Destination” as part of a competition run by USAID, which resulted in the five CHTUD
cities being the only ones to be the finalists. This was in large part due to the sound
management of assets funded under CHTUD and being well-managed five years after
completion. Salt won the competition on the basis of the infrastructure that had been
installed, the city’s urban planning schemes, its preservation of historical buildings, and
it being put on UNESCO’s World Heritage Sites Tentative List. In Jarash, on the other
hand, MOTA, after the completion of the CHTUD program, has been supporting Jarash
municipality through profit sharing of national tourism revenue. Specifically, Jarash
municipality receives three Jordanian dinars ($4.25) from every “Jordan Pass” ticket sold
for $100 online to visiting tourists; this pass allows entry to 43 sites in the Kingdom. To
date, Jarash municipality has received from this revenue sharing 1.5 million Jordanian
dinars. Through this MOTA support, Jarash is able to maintain the site, and all other
CHTUD project assets, in addition to collecting the trash and keeping the streets clean.
14. Gender: The report noted that there is discrimination between men and women in
wages related to the role required in the tourism sector, which is inaccurate as all labor
laws prohibit discrimination in wages between the sexes and the report did not mention
how this conclusion was reached as Jordanian law does not allow discrimination in
wages between the sexes. MOTA has a sustained commitment to development of the
tourism sector, and mainstreaming women in its labor force, as demonstrated by
requests for exchange despite changes in ministerial level leadership. The CHTUD,
which was approved in 2007, did not include gender equality as part of its objectives.
Nevertheless, the project funded a Women’s Prayer section at the historic Ajloun
Mosque; this project was chosen through a participatory approach with the locals
identifying this to be their priority. On the other hand, the implementing entity’s senior
project management team was itself over 60 percent women.
15. To conclude, the project and its broad success is considered one of the leading
projects whereby it has received the attention of His Majesty King Abdullah II through
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his visits to several project sites throughout its implementation, and visits by all the
prime ministers, all of whom were always keen to check in on the progress of program
implementation.
16. Therefore, a report that would have included the needed details, covered all
components of the project, and thereby presented a comprehensive understanding of an
innovatively integrated program would have reflected actual outcomes achieved in very
difficult circumstances. Regrettably, the draft as it stands now does not do so. For
example, the PPAR current version barely incorporates the Arab Spring into the
assessment, the immense political challenges that accompanied it both at central
government level and in the streets of the various cities; it is suffice to note that during
the first half of project implementation, five different cabinets came into and out of
power with a corresponding five different Ministers of Tourism changing project
oversight. After several readings of the document, we feel that it does not fully provide
an objective account of the results in the field, the hard work of Jordanian local
authorities in the five cities, the implementing agency, and the World Bank supervision
teams.
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